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Murray woman suing U.S. government
Husband, Benton man died following
surgeries at Ill. Veterans Affairs hospital

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Katrina Shank stands near a memorial to her husband, Robert "Bob" Shank III that
has been placed in the living room of her home Bob Shank died following gall bladder surgery while an inpatient at the Marion, Ill., Veterans Administration Hospital.

By The AssOcasted Press
Two Kentucky widows are
suing the U.S. government over
surgical care they say killed their
husbands at a southern Illinois
Veterans Affairs hospital where
surgeries were halted last year after
a spike in patient deaths.
The lawsuits filed in federal
court in East St. Louis on behalf of
the widows of Robert Shank III
and James Marshall seek a combined $22 million in damages. The
suits, filed March 20 and April 29,
respectively, name only the federal
government, which runs the
Veterans Affairs system that
includes the Marion, Ill., hospital
where the men were treated.
Both were patients of surgeon
Jose
Veizaga-Mendez,
who
resigned last August three days
after 50-year-old Shank, of
Murray, bled to death after gallbladder surgery. Marshall, 61, of

Benton, Ky., died of a blood infection last July, six days after
Veizaga-Mendez performed a
lymph node biopsy, according to
the lawsuits.
Katrina Shank seeks $12 million in damages, while Darla
Marshall is suing for $IO million.
An attorney for the women,
Stan Heller, declined immediate
comment Thursday, saying only
that "now we have to let the legal
process take its normal path."
VA spokesman Matt Smith said
in a statement that discussing litigation would be "inappropriate."
But he noted that the department
since January has been contacting
families "to review the care
received over the past two years
and also said it would assist
patients and families, who believe
they have been harmed, in their
efforts to receive compensation."
The federal government has not

yet filed responses to the lawsuits.
Within a month of Shank's
death, surgenes at the Marion site
— which serves veterans from
southern Illinois. southwestern
Indiana and western Kentucky
were halted after the VA found that
at least nine deaths between
October 2006 and March 2007
were "directly attributable" to substandard care there.
Those deaths did not include
Robert Shank and James Marshall,
who died months later.
Still, the lawsuits allege, "many
or all of these patients who died
betwaien October 2006 and March
2007 were patients of Dr. VeizagaMendez."
Of an additional 34 cases the
VA investigated, 10 patients died
after receiving questionable care
that complicated their health, offiII See Page 5A

'Scam Jam'
offers lessons
to seniors
Special to the Ledger
FYI
More than 70 Murray-area
To check investments or report
seniors took advantage of a free
investment fraud OR to check
s
render or report predatory
seminar on fraud awareness
ending.
Wednesday at the Murray
Kentucky Office of Financial
Senior Scam Jam.
Institutions
Dunng the first half a the
Division of Securities (investing)
program, participants chose two
OR Division of Financial
of three workshops covering
Institutions (lending)
mail fraud (presented by the
800-223-2579
U.S. Postal Inspection Service), www.kfikygov
home improvement fraud (preTo report fraud or obtain assissented by the Murray Police
tance with consumer comDepartment) and predatory
plaints involving products and
lending (presented by the Office
services.
of Financial Institutions). After
Kentucky Office of the Attorney
General
lunch, the entire group heard
Office of Consumer Protection
presentations covering invest888-432-9257, option 3
ment fraud (OH and AARP) www.ag.ky.gov
and identity theft (Kentucky
To report mail theft or mail or
Attorney General's Office).
wire fraud:
All participants received free
U.S Postal Inspection Service
handouts and materials, includ877-876-2455(877-USMail5)
ing a contact sheet so seniors
Select from these options.
would know who to call with
I Mail service issues (callers
are then directed to 1-800any future questions.
ASK-USPS)
The Senior Scam Jam was
2. Emergency situations
designed to raise awareness
3. Mail theft or identity 'heft
about some of the techniques
issues
con artists use, so seniors can
4. Mail fraud issues
5. Postal Inspection Service
recognize the tactics and protect
customer
support
themselves. On Wednesday,
participants learned to recognize
To check insurance products,
these common "red flags" of file a complaint relating to
Insurance or report insurance
fraud:
fraud:
• Special guarantees (in
Kentucky Office of Insurance
investing or sweepstakes)
800-595-6053
• Promises of no risk with
800-462-2081
high rewards/returns
To check out a company or a
•Offers for a "limited time"
charity, or to file a complaint:
only
Better Business Bureau of
al Offers for YOU only
Louisville, Western Kentucky &
a Pressure by the salesperson
Southern Indiana
800-388-2222
to give an immediate response
rovw.bbb.org
• Requirements for an
advance payment, or "cash
to avoid falling victim to fraud:
only" accepted
•Take your time
si The company or a repre•Do your homework before
sentative cannot be reached if
signing any contract (lending,
you have questions
•The offer sounds too good investing or otherwise)
•Read the fine print
to be true
•Check out the source
The following are some of
the steps seniors learned to take

Mi See Page 2A
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT: Workers with Premier Playscapes of Somerset installed new playground equipment Thursday
at Southwest Elementary School Pictured above, Chris Marcum, tightens a bolt on the new Challenger Playground System
being erected on the west side of the school. Also working on the installation project were Jason Mayfield and Steven
Burchfield

RBIC clients earn enterprise awards
k4SU News Bureau
Three clients of the Regional
Business and Innovation Center
(RBIC) at Murray State
University are recipients of
Kentucky Enterpnse Fund
Awards.
Indoor Air Quality and Ag
Connections of Murray each
received a $25,000 Rural Level
1 award from the Kentucky
Enterprise
Fund.
Matrix
Engineering LLC of Paducah
received a $25,000 ICC Concept
Pool Award.
The Kentucky Enterprise
Fund (KEE) provides earlystage capital to small and medi-

um-sized Kentucky companies
with high-growth potential. By
encouraging the commercialization of innovative ideas, the
KEF fosters competitive, profitable companies that create
high paying jobs and wealth in
Kentucky.
Applicants must be able to
demonstrate their ability to
develop and lead a commercially
successful
venture.
Companies seeking capital go
through a rigorous due diligence
process and are judged in terms
of industry fit, return on investment and economic development goals.

thp kyr, In tumor I

Awards range from $25.(XX)
TO $400,000.
The application deadline for
the next round of awards is June
12. Contact Loretta Daniel,
RBIC assistant director, for
assistance in applying at 8096070 or email Idaniel@kyinnovation.com.
Matrix Engineering, LLC is a
multi-disciplined engineenng
firm which provides a wide
range of consulting engineenng
services to primarily industrial
clients. The company has a
patent pending fuel system for
low cost pulvehzed petroleum
coke to displace up to 85 percent

of high cost natural gas in certain applications for large industrial energy users. The fund will
help the company towards it
goal of transitioning from a
regional engineering firm to a
national brand in its market.
Indoor Air Quality. LLC
(IAQ) provides engineering
solutions for energy savings,
and improved indoor air quality
in commercial HVAC systems.
The EEE system elso significantly reduces the time and
expense related to the chemical
cleaning process in commercial

See Page 2A
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II 'Scam Jam' ...
From Front
•Br skeptical 01 unsolicited
calls
•Have a plan to get off the
phone
•Don't trust testimonials
On the evaluation forms,
attendees rated the overall program highly, and many commented that the seminar was
very informative and they will
be able to apply the information
to their lives right away.
"It improved my knowledge
of different types of scams,"
wrote one participant. "This
will help increase my knowledge of all types of scams. It
was great."
"I can use this information
personally and share it with the
elderly population. I work with
seniors," wrote another.
The Murray Senior Scam
Jam is made possible by a grant
front the Investor Protection

trust and the A ARP Foundationand is brought to Kentucky sen-:
or. by the Campaign for Wise
and Safe Investing. Find out:
more at w w w.k ft.ky.gov/consumerinformation/cwsi.htm.
OH is an agency of the
Department of Public Protection
in the Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet. It supervises the financial services industry by examining, chartering
licensing and registering van-'
ous financial institutions. secu-:rities firms and professionals
operating in Kentucky. OFI's
mission is to serve the public
through effective and efficient
regulation that promotes consumer confidence and economic
growth.
OF! is committed to providing financial education and promoting awareness about the
importance of saving, investing
and making wise personal
financial decisions.

Photo provided

GRAND HOME TOUR: Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn and wife, Dr. Ronda Dunn, get a tour of the United
Way Dream Home by Doug Lawson, center, and United Way President Marian Posey, right. The drawing for the home giveaway will be Saturday at 2 p.m. Local bank ticket sales wrap up today, but they will be sold at the site Saturday.

Murray man charged •Enterprise awards ...
with elder abuse
From Front

Staff Report
Stephenson, became concerned
A Murray man has been about finding a large sum of
charged with elder abuse and money removed from her bank
exploitation for alleged neglect account. The sons also became
of his grandmother.
concerned about their mother's
According to Murray Police health after she suffered a fall in
Del. Angel Clere, Jason D. her home.
Burkeen, 30. has been charged
Burkeen has been the lone
with wanton elder abuse and caregiver for his grandmother.
wanton exploitation of an adult Officials reportedly found she
following an investigation initi- allegedly had been a victim of
ated by the family of Wilma neglect by Burkeen. the release
Stephenson, 72, of Murray.
stated.
An investigation of the situaBurkeen is lodged in
tion began after Stephenson's Calloway County Jail.
sons, David
and
Mike

Townerier

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

at_
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NOTICE
IN
The
Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District will
meet Monday at 7 p.m. at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Alm Rd.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

HVAC installations and eliminates airborne viruses that can
pass through existing filters.
The KEF fund of $25,000 will
be used to help EEE develop
business plans, market data and
go towards securing a successful project launch.
Ag Connections is an independent agricultural software
development company that
develops, deploys and supports
crop production validation
record keeping software for the
agricultural marketplace. The
company is focused on helping
crop producers meet the critical
business information management through their products and
services. The KEF award will be
used to hire a third party company to develop a long-term business expansion plan for the
mass market.
The Regional Business and
Innovation Center serves the 20

western-most
counties
in
Kentucky. The RBIC helps
inventors and businesses in the
region start and grow. They
help companies create prototypes, develop business plans,
marketing
strategies, and
receive funding and grants.
The Murray State RBIC is
currently working with 35 high
tech and/or high growth companies. Daniel says these clients
have received over $16 million
dollars in private investment
and state funding, and have created over 200 new jobs in west
Kentucky. The Murray State
RBIC also includes the Western
Region
Innovation
and
Commercialization Program,
The Paducah Innovation and
Small Business Development
Center and the MSU RBIC
Field Office in Hopkinsville Ky.
For more information contact
Daniel at IdanielOkyinnovation.com or 809-607 I.

Photo provided

Participants in the Murray Senior Scam Jam pick up
brochures at the Kentucky Attorney General's booth. Sevengovernment and nonprofit organizations sponsored booths
with free information the attendees could take home.

Hazel area roads to be paved next month
Only the Best for Dad!

STIHL

Special to the Ledger
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet plans to pave a number of county roads in
Calloway County stalling on June 9. Roads to be
paved include:
•Tom Taylor Trail(CR 1282)
•Phillips Drive(CR 1298
•Lauring Road(CR 1300)
All of these roads are in the Hazel area of
southern Calloway County.
Weather permitting, paving work is expected to

begin at 7 a.m. During the paving each road will
be closed to traffic to allow the paving work to
proceed full width. This is designed to provide a
smoother driving finish and speed the paving
process.
Residents of these roads should be aware of
this paving project and make advance travel plans.'
Flaggers providing traffic control on site during
the paving can provide a more specific timetable
for the project as paving progresses.
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KentickylnBrief
Fort Campbell soldier
killed in Afghanistan
FORT

CAMPBELL Ky (AP) --- The military says a Foe
Campbell soldier from California has died in Afghanistan
The Defense Department says 29-year-old Plc Chad M. Trimble
of West Covina, Calif. died Wednesday near Gardez of injuries he
suffered when a roadside bomb exploded
Trimbie was assigned to the 1st Squadron, 61st Cavalry
Regiment. 4th Brigade Combat Team. 101st Airborne Division.

Former officer pleads guilty
to stealing guns
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A former western Kentucky police
officer has pleaded guilty to stealing guns from an evidence locker
and then selling them to gun dealers.
U.S Attorney David Huber says 37-year-old Brian McKinney
admitted to stealing and selling 85 firearms while working as evidence custodian for the Madisonville Police Department between
May 1, 2005, and Jan. 18, 2007.
McKinney was suspended from duty when an audit revealed the
missing firearms McKinney no longer works for the police department. An appraisal of the guns will be conducted before McKinney
is sentenced in eight to 10 weeks
McKinney faces up to 10 years' imprisonment, a $250,000 fine
arid supervised release for up to three years.

State Senate offices to be renovated
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky senators will work out of
renovated offices as part of improvements being made at the state
Qapitol Annex at a time when education_ public health and other
etate services are facing cuts.
• The state requested bids this week for construction on the
Annex's second floor to build new Senate offices, caucus rooms
With kitchens, a press conference room and a Senate lounge. New
&endure, appliances and electronics will be purchased. The 5,250
square feet of space previously was used by executive branch
egencies.
Senate President David Williams, R-Burkesville, said he won't
know the project's cost until bids are opened next week. But lawmakers can afford it. While the legislature told Gov. Steve Beshear
to cut $230 million from the executive branch's $9.1 billion budget,
it awarded itself 13 percent more over two years, taking it up to
$55.6 million in 2010. it tucked about $1.4 million for capital projects
ipto this year's budget.

Appeals court hears arguments in
Paducah smoking ban case
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -- The Kentucky Court of Appeals said it
Will rule within 45 days on a Paducah pool hall owner's challenge of
tie city's smoking ban.
Attorneys for businessman Dickie Todd and the city argued
before the court yesterday in Paducah.
• Each side addressed whether McCracken Circuit Court Judge
Jeff Hines properly concluded the no-smoking ordinance was not a
toning ordinance, which would have required approval by the planGing commission.
: Hines dismissed Todd's lawsuit in August.
Todd doesn't smoke, but his Side Pockets Billiards sells tobacco
products
Police have twice cited Todd for allowing smoking at his billiards
parlor.
He sued the city after the first instance, claiming the ban was not
properly adopted.

Tax man accused of looking at
celebrity accounts
COVING TON, Ky.(AP) — An Internal Revenue Service employee has been charged in Kentucky with a misdemeanor for allegedly improperly accessing the IRS accounts of celebrities and sports
figures.
The U.S. attorney's office for the Eastern District of Kentucky
says 56-year-old John Snyder was arrested Thursday and
arraigned in federal court in Covington.
The prosecutor's office says the case involves nearly 200
celebrities, including Kevin Bacon, Alec Baldwin, Sally Field, Chevy
Chase, Randy Quaid and Tara Reid, as well as Cincinnati Bengals
coach Marvin Lewis and former Cincinnati Reds players.
According to a statement from U.S. Attorney James Zerhuserts
office, court documents allege that from 2003 until this year. Snyder
improperly accessed the IRS accounts, which also allegedly included Snyder's next-door neighbor. Snyder has been with the IRS
since 1991.
A fleas spokesman declined to comment because it's a legal
matter. A Bengals spokesman didn't immediately return calls seeking comment from the coach.

CCHS, Murray schools get
'Picturing America' awards
WASHINGTON - U.S. Rep.
Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., announced
Thursday that 45 schools and
the
First
libraries
in
Congressional
District will
receive
Picturing
America
awards from
the National
Endowment
the
for
Humanities,
Whitfield
including
Murray Elementary, Middle and
High schools, as well as
Calloway County High School.
Picturing America is a free
initiative that helps teach
American history and culture by
bringing some of the nation's
greatest artwork into classrooms
and libraries throughout the
country.
"Picturing America provides
a. unique and innovative way for
Kentuckians of all ages to experience America's rich history
through our nation's art.Whitfield said. "I am pleased
tbat so many schools and
First
in
the
libraries
Congressional District will be
receiving these great works of
art to not only be put on display,
but to be used as new and
epgaging teaching tools."
: The 45 institutions in the
First Congressional District that
have been awarded ' Picturing

America join over 26,000
schools and public libraries
across the country that will participate in the program.
Recipient schools will receive
forty large, high-quality reproductions of great American art
and a comprehensive teacher's
resource book to assist educators using the works of art in
core subjects. Delivery of these
materials is scheduled for
August 2008.
The NEH will offer
Picturing America to more
schools and libraries through a
future enrollment opportunity
beginning in August 2008. All
eligible schools and public
libraries in the U.S. and its terntones who have not previously
received Pictunng America may
apply for the program from
August 4 through October 31.
2008
at
PicturingAmerica.neh.gov.
In addition to schools and
and
the
libraries. NEH
Administration for Children and
Families within the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) will
work together to make Picturing
America available to the 20,0(X)
Head Start centers around the
nation. This partnership will
provide for the development of
materials
to
supplement
Picturing America and ensure
that the program will enhance
early childhood development
and family literacy.

Photo provided

PEACE OFFICERS OF THE YEAR: The Murray Lions Club recently held its annual Peace Officer of the Year Awards dinner,
which included Firefighter of the Year. The 2007-08 recipients were, front from left, Calloway County Sheriff Lt. Richard Steen,
MSU Officer Joel Natividad, Murray Police Officer Patrick Morris, Kentucky State Police Trooper Mark Saltin, and Murray Fire
Department's Dickie Walls. With their officers are, back row, Calloway Sheriff Bill Marcum, MSU Maj. Jody Cash, MPD Chief
Ken Claud, KSP Capt. Nathan Kent, and MFD Chief Michael Skinner.
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
The two most recent "Main Street- columns by Constance
Alexander 1"Biking is a universal language- and "Trails and
tribulations-) have given wonderful attention to many positive benefits of bicycling. As important, some precautions
and hazards were mentioned Additionally, a letter to the editor was recently printed that detailed activity of local enthusiasts and called attention to SOITIC of the challenges incumbent. particularly those posed by narrow county roads and
dogs not on leashes.
The purpose of this letter is to encourage bicycling
("cycling") as a healthy and environmentally -sound activity
as well as a feasible mode of transportation. Walking is
also advocated in the same manner. At the same time, this
is to invite discussion by the community toward planning
and action that will make Murray-Calloway County attractive
to bicyclists and walkers.
We already have a lot going for us. We live in a beautifully scenic area where vehicular traffic is relatively mild.
Positive, proactive discussions are already taking place in the
school systems (including the university) and local governmental offices. We are in close proximity to some of the
finest major recreational areas in the country (Consider LBL,
the state parks and the "Rails to Trails" areas in southern
Illinois). The Commonwealth is actively establishing bike
routes and trails throughout the state. Grants are available.
In the face of rising fuel costs and escalating prices on
most goods and services, this would seem the opportune
time for Murray and Calloway County to take the lead in
establishing biking and walking routes, obtaining appropriate
signage and bike racks, and generally promoting a healthy,
environmentally-sound lifestyle that is economically smart.
If you have an interest in being a part of discussions on
this topic, why not contact Constance Alexander at constanceatexander@newwavecomm.net or me at
rreichmuthignewwavecomm.net.
Sincerely.
Roger Reichmuth
Murray

Ai6 LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be seed to P.O. Box 1040, filrivey, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or mnsellerl to
eillter4lineheyledger5em.
✓ Letters nestled or faxed mond be signed aed have
address sod phone number for vesillestiee purposes. E.
nailed letters must have address arid piens inweber.
V No letters wel be printed agesaymminly.
✓ Letters shah cot exceed 300 words and meet be
Well Or
,
11 The Illerray Ledger & limes reserves the right to edit
or reject an letter en the bask of length, style, soden,
grammar. lid, geed taste sad frequent contributors to
the Forum pegs.
✓ Letters it a "thank yes^ nature that single out sponsors, bushiness or hierldeals by name, except those
directed toward the commenelly as a whole, we not be
accepted.
Letters ash represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer sod net necessarily of the Ledger & Times
she.
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Our Elected Officials
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State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329.1, Capitol Annex
e-mail. melvin.henley Ire.ky.gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankton, Ky. 40601

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
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AP

In this May 19, 2008, file photo Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., is hugged by her husband,former President Bill Clinton as he introduces her during a campaign rally in Louisville, Ky. When Clinton finally exits the
2008 Democratic presidential race. she will end a decades-long, power-couple streak of unique political energy. savvy ideas,
colossal policy flops and raw ambition.

The End of an Era?
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — There's
I been a Clinton running for the White
House or living in it for approximately
forever.
Bill, it could be said, was born to
run. Running became Hillary's destiny,
too.

One quarter of Americans have never
known life without a Clinton trying for
or having the presidency. Millions have
gone from diapers to diplomas in the
time of the Clintons.
When Hillary Rodham Clinton finally
exits the 2008 Democratic presidential
race, she will end a decades-long.
power-couple streak of unique political
energy, savvy ideas, colossal policy
flops and raw ambition dressed in pants
suits and briefs, not boxers.
"Every day is an adventure,- Bill
said cheerfully at the start of it all.
And how.
By now, the Clintons have been
assigned mystical qualities of perseverance. The notion that the adventure is
over is almost beyond comprehension.
"I never quit.- she says. "I never
give up.Even in defeat, Hillary Clinton has
made history as the first woman
favored for a major party presidential
nomination — the first with a real shot
at the presidency.
She's gotten more than 17 million
votes in her own right this year, enticingly close to the number won by
Barack Obama. who is making history,
too, because he's black.
With her cachet, not to mention her
job in the Senate. Clinton won't drift
far from the nation's consciousness.
(Nor is Bill likely to get out of the
country's face.)
"Whatever else you might say about
them, they have contributed to substantive dialogue and policy," says Mary
Matalin, a Clinton-era Republican strategist. "Hats off to them substantively.
"They're really kind of giants in this
world."
In the 2012 and 2016 presidential
campaign years. Hillary Clinton, now
60, will still be younger than the
Republican candidate. John McCain, is
now. Meantime, she could become a
powerhouse senator in the manner of
the stricken Edward M. Kennedy. Or a
Supreme Court justice. Or Obama's
running mate.
Soon, though, there will be no Clinton running for president or about to.
Imagine that.

Clinton I:
Dial back to Bill Clinton's two
terms and a few big achievements and
various smaller ones stand out: unsurpassed economic growth, a balanced
budget, welfare reform, free trade, a
Middle East peace agreement. gun control, more money for police on the
street, the first Cabinet without white
men in the majority.
Here was a man who could wear
people out talking about the fine points
of policy while owning up to his
choice of uneerwear.

Another legacy was the transcendent
His and Hers failure: universal health
care. The complex. secretively drawn
plan to achieve that goal was sent to
and killed by a Democratic Congress,
no less.
And there were the scandals, His
and Hers.
They are known, in brief, as: Monica Lewinsky. Paula Jones, Gennifer
Flowers, Whitewater. the White House
travel office firings. White House coffees and Lincoln bedroom stays for
donors. FBI background files on Republicans, missing documents and the presidential pardon of a fugitive friend.
The episodes involving women were
his. Most of the others were theirs or
hers.

Scene front a 'funeral':
In January- 2001, shortly before
George W. Bush was sworn in, some
of the Clintons' fiercest critics from the
right gathered in a Washington hotel to
feast on filet mignon, salmon and sour
grapes.
"It's our way of celebrating the
fumigation of Washington.- said L.
Brent Bozell III, host of the "funeral"
for the Clinton years.
"I've never seen a back I've found
more attractive,- said Roben Bork, the
scuttled Supreme Court nominee, meaning Bill Clinton's hack when he left
town.
Bozell amended the Lord's Prayer to
say of Mrs. Clinton: "Her socialist
agenda got runneth over.- And the Rev.
Jerry Falwell gave the invocation,
thanking God "a new wind is blowing."
They seemed to be forgetting someone.
Hillary Clinton came blowing into
the Senate chamber, the newly minted
junior senator front New York.

Clinton II:
She was diligent Iron) the start,
attentive to constituent needs and a
hard worker on the Amied Services
Committee. She promised to be "pretty
New York-centric," and was.
But everything she did was colored
by the expectation of a presidential run.
The most polarizing woman in politics turned into a workhorse and
formed surprising alliances with Republicans.
She edged toward the center and
attempted to accomplish in little pieces
what she could not pull off as a whole
in her years as first lady.
Clinton joined Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina. an
architect of her husband's impeachment,
in a law improving health coverage for
members of the National Reserve and
Guard serving in Iraq.
She pushed for tighter regulation of
prescription drugs for children and help
for recovery workers whose health was
impaired by laboring at the site of the
2001 World Trade Center terrorist
attack,
And she voted to authorize the Iraq
invasion, which she would never live
down after she cruised to re-election in
2006.

No monumental law bears her name.
But in the campaign. universal health
care returned to her agenda. This time.
she said, she would learn from her
experience and do it right — more
openly and less intrusively on pans of
the health care system that work.
Clinton was the one to beat out of
the gate. Everyone knew her, for one
thing.
"Ninety-nine percent of the country
feels they have a relationship with her,"
said Mike McCurry, former press secretary to President Clinton.
And there was Bill, still in everyone's face. He stumped for his wife as
if possessed. Hillary Clinton flashed
him that bright smile on stage through
thick and thin.
For some voters, that was one Clinton -- or two -- too many.
"We've had enough of the Clintons,"
said Ilaydon Grubbs. 77. of Shalimar,
Fla. "New direction, right?"
Grubbs. a Republican who voted in
the past for the "He Clinton,- backed
Obama this time.
The "She Clinton- found her own
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But. like her husband, she seemed
the strongest when her back was
against the wall.
As the odds of beating Obama sank
into the nearly impossible, she campaigned as if there were some previously undiscovered -third way- to win,
just as Bill Clinton had sought a third
way to govern between the old politics
of left and right.
On Friday. she cited the 1968
Democratic pfimaries as a reason why
she should stay in the race. She mentioned the assassination of Robert
Kennedy in June of that year. then
apologized for bringing it up.
Together. Bill and Hillary Clinton
have pulled it out of the fire over and
over, going back to 1976. when he
bounced back from losing a congressional race two years earlier. He won
election as Arkansas attorney general.
Two years after that. at 32, he
became the nation's youngest governor.
Then, defeat in 1980 when he
sought a second term. It would be his
final election loss, but hardly the last
dip in the Clintons' seemingly endless
cycle of failure and renewal.
By the mid-1980s, when he was
back in office in Little Rock, Clinton's
name was floating as a Democratic
presidential prospect.
lie took a pass in 1988. But that
year marked one benchmark in the rollout of the Clinton era.
He delivered a speech at the Democratic convention laying out a new
orthodoxy that he would bring to the
presidential race himself lout years
later. his activist wife at his side.
The Clintons' national conversation
had begun.
The speech went on for so long that
some people wondered if it would ever
end.
In a way, it never did. Not until
now.
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Suicide victim's mother fights bullying

Obituaries
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doe, nor believe Die% !Media is
DARDENNL PRAIRIE. Mo
Mrs. Glenda Sue Garwood, 74. Murray. died Thursday. May 29,
tinve Megan to suicide But
(AP)- When Tina Meier's 132008, at 8:10 am at her home
Meier said, she believes Drew
year-old daughter committed
She was a member ot Christian Fellowship where she was a cell
"played with tire" and should
suicide after being bullied on the
• group leader. ladies prayer group leader and worship leader Born
receive the maximum penalty .
Internet. her grid was SO
May 26, 1934, she was the daughter of the late Mobley Jackson and
20 year.. in prison.
encompassing she telt at times
; MettieGriftiffi
Meier hopes the foundation's
she couldn•t breathe. She had
;
Survivors inelude her husband, Edward Gatewood. to whom she trouble hc mg around loved ones
work will allow something right
was married May 23. 1953: one son, Michael Gatewood,
to come front a wrong She is
who reminded her l)1 her child.
Evansville. Ind.; one daughter. Pamela Hudspeth and husband. Even today, recollections of
also working with www.stopcy David. Murray: one brother. William Jackson. Ferndale. Mich.; those first holidays after
herbullying.org on its cfforts to
three grandchildren. Carrie Groves and Avery and Christopher
prevent online harassment. And.
Megan's death are foggy at best
Hudspeth: five great-grimck:hildren, MiKayla and Memory Groves
she's encouraging people to take
But in recent months. .e
and Heaven. Mekhi and Kamden Hudspeth.
the Megan Pledge. an effort askMissoun woman has focused on
: The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m in the chapel of Churchill- ways to protect other children
ing Internet users to stop bullylines Family Funeral Home. Rev. J.T. Parrish and Rev. Don
ing
from bullying, even leaving her
Hilbrecht will officiate. Pallbearers will he David. Avery and job as a real estate agent to dedTalking about Megan's expeChristopher Hudspeth, David Groves and Gary Beasley. Burial will icate herself to the Megan Meier
rience to middle and high school
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
students is something Meier said
Foundation.
; Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Saturday.
she feels she needs to do. She
"Megan is still my daughter.
. Online condolences may be made at www.unesmillercom
tells them Megan was a real girl.
no matter what, and I am going
with real dreams, and talks to
out there and fighting for her
Mrs. Bertha Ann Starks
them about how taunting tithei
still because she is still my
Mis. Bertha Ann Starks, 93, Benton. died Wednesday. May 28. daughter." Meier said.
children can have consequences.
2008, at Bntthaven of Benton.
The presentations can be an
A group of friends and relaRetired from Ashby Chair Factory, she was a tives helped Meier create the
emotional drain that leave het
member of New Harmony Baptist Church.
feeling she's made of Jell-O. oi
foundation, which seeks to eduPreceding her in death were her husband, Toy cate and encourage positive
prompt an extended crying bout.
Franklin Starks: one brother, Martin Emmons; two changes to prevent bullying and
But Meier said she gets a lot out
sisters. Lois Ganoe and Betty Maiden. one grand- cyberbullying. Meier and the
of them, especially the converchild, Edward Lee Starks. one great-grandchild; volunteers are working to
sations with parents and children
her parents. Luther Emmons and Mary Patterson improve laws. They speak at
after she tells them Megan',
Emmons.
story.
schools and to parent groups.
Survivors include three sons, Charles Starks and They hope to begin offering
Some kids tell her they are
wife.
Ruby.
Donna.
and
wife,
and scholarships to children who
Marvin Starks
having a tough time. Other,
Paul Starks and wife. Paula, all of Benton; one sis- help other children in some way.
have admitted bullying classter, Ruby Faye Coad, Alabama; one niece, Brenda
mates, and say they'll try to
Megan hanged herself in her
.Short. Benton; 10 grandchildren. Marvin (Lane) Starks. Jona Faye closet on Oct. 16, 2006. Her
AP change their ways.
Smith.
Dismore,
Leshia
Starks,
Casey tragic story became public only
Kenneth
Williams, Charlotte
"I just get my head in a difmother of Megan Meier who committed suicide in
;Freeman, Sherrie Starks, Daysha Powell, Danna Sutherland and last fall following an article in a Tina Meire.
ferent place. I just go. and I talk
;Kelly Chiles; 23 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchil- suburban St. Louis newspaper October after being victimized by cyber-bullies, now works to to them because my goal is, if
others about the harmful effect of Internet harrassment
dren.
there's one child I can change of
that prompted widespread inter- teach
She has created the Megan Meier Foundation and speaks at help in any way, that's what I
The funeral will be today (Fnday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of est in her case.
•
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Joe Daryl Thorn will officiate.
focus on." Meier said.
Megan had a history of atten- schools to raise awareness about the issue
Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens, tion deficit disorder and depresFriends and foundation colAuthorities have said Drew's lawyer for Drew previously said
funeral
the
at
now
is
home.
Visitation
Benton.
(
sion. Her suicide came scam teenage daughter and another she did not create the account leagues Christine Buckles and
after she received mean mes- teen took part an an online hoax. and was not aware of any mean Paul Arthur believe the foundaMrs. Christine Jones Smith
sages through the MySpace creating a fake boy named Josh messages sent to the girl before tion's work has been helpful to
her.
The funeral for Mrs Christine Jones Smith was today (Friday) at social networking Web site.
Evans who befriended and flirt- her death.
"They say a mother is the
11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral home, Mayfield. Greg Hill,
Earlier this month, a federal ed with Megan online. Drew
Meier, 37, said her grief hits
Kenneth Moms and Carl Hardy officiated.
grand jury indicted 49-year-old allegedly wanted to know what her in waves, and it remains dif- strongest woman in the world.
Pallbearers were Kelvin Moms, Eddie Robertson, Travis Leech, Lori Drew. a neighbor of Megan Megan was saying about her ficult to talk about Megan's That's absolutely true with
• Jace Hill. Deese Towery and Josh Cherry. active; R.T. Morns, and her family. She is accused of own daughter online. Shortly death. Meier's life has gone Tina," Arthur said.
Meier said almost all the
Roger, Mark and Donald Jones. and Darvin and Derek Towery, hon- one count of conspiracy and before Megan's death, the com- through other changes as well.
orary. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
three counts of accessing pro- ments from Josh and some other She and her husband. Ron. communication she receives
Mrs. Smith. 90. Mayfield, died Wednesday. May 28. 2008. at 1 tected
without Internet users turned cruel, with divorced. Meier now lives in a front the public is encouraging.
computers
a.m. at her home.
authonzation to get information "Josh" allegedly saying the town house not far from her old But she also receives comments
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, she used to inflict emotional dis- world would be better without neighborhood with her I2-year- from those who take her to task
because her daughter was on
was a member of Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield.
tress. The charges were filed in Megan.
old daughter. Allison.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Gilbert Smith: one California where MySpace is
In an interview with The antidepressants, who criticize
Dean
attorney,
Drew's
daughter, Carolyn Smith Morns; three brothers. Hoyt. Cody and based. MySpace is a subsidiary Steward, said she has been Associated Press at her home in how she raised her child, even
Elmo Jones; one sister. Larve Morris: and her parents. Charlie and of Beverly Hills-based Fox advised by her lawyers not to the St. Louis suburb of those who judge her for divorcRuby Mae Sims Jones.
Interactive Media Inc.. which is speak about the case. Another Dardenne Prairie. Meier said she ing her husband.
Survivors include two granddaughters, Christy Hill and husband. owned by News Corp.
Greg. Mayfield; and Andrea Robertson and husband, Eddie,
Sedalia; one brother, Dwight Jones, Tn-City; son-in-law. Kelvin
Morris, Mayfield; four great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
have uncovered Veizaga-Mendez's "history of providing substanFrom Front
dard care to his patients" in Massachusetts, where he was under
Bumphis
(Gnettis)
George
cials said. Investigators could not determine if the actual care investigation for allegedly botching seven cases in 2004 and 2005,
The funeral for George (Grettis) Bumphis will be Saturday at 1
including two that resulted in deaths.
p.m. at St. John Missionary Baptist Church. 122 Spruce St.. Murray. caused those deaths.
Veizaga-Mendez's Illinois license was indefinitely suspended by
Interim administrators have been in place at the Marion VA since
Visitation will be at the church after II a.m. Saturday.
shortly after the site's director, chief of staff, chief of regulators last October. He was permanently barred from practicing
Professional Mortuary Services of Texas. Dallas, Texas, is in September,
surgery and an anesthesiologist were moved to other positions or medicine in Massachusetts last November, a move that also requires
charge of arrangements.
him to resign any other state medical licenses he may hold and withon leave. The anesthesiologist since has quit.
Mr. Bumphis, native of Murray, Ky., died Sunday. May 25, 2008, placed
Minor surgical procedures resumed at the Marion hospital earli- draw pending license applications. He has also made payouts in two
in Arlington, Texas.
not said when major operations would Massachusetts malpractice lawsuits.
Survivors include his mother. Betty Bumphis. and brother, James er this month, but the VA has
Veizaga-Mendez's whereabouts are unclear. He has no listed telereturn or permanent management would be in place there.
Kathleen
Claire
daughter,
one
Murray;
of
both
Bumphis,
Both wrongful-death lawsuits accuse the government of negli- phone number and did not respond to a message left by an AP
Thompson. 2, Fort Worth, Texas; one nephew, Landon Seth Armon
gence for allegedly not adequately checking Veizaga-Mendez's reporter at a Massachusetts home listed as an address for his wife.
Bumphis, Bowling Green, Ky.; three aunts, (ire() Nelle Bumphis,
background before hiring hint in January 2006.
Hamilton.
Marion
and
Pa..
Philadelphia,
Spiry.
Francis
Murray,
Katrina Shank and Darla Marshall claim a better check would
Detroit. Mich.
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Comedian Harvey Korman dies at 81
LOS ANGELES (AP) -Harvey Korman. the tall, versatile comedian who won four
Emmys for his outrageously
funny contributions to "The
Carol Burnett Show" and played
a conniving politician to hilarious effect in "Blazing Saddles,"
died Thursday. He was 81.
Korman died at UCLA
Medical Center after suffering
complications from the rupture
aortic
abdominal
of an
aneurysm four months ago, his
family said. He had undergone
several major operations.
"He was a brilliant comedian
and a brilliant father," daughter
Kate Korman said in a telephone
interview with The Associated
Press, "He had a very good
sense of humor in real life."
A natural second banana,
Korman gained attention on
"The Danny Kaye Show,"
appearing in skits with the star.
He joined the show in its second
season in 1964 and continued
until it was canceled in 1967.
That same year lie became a cast
member in the first season of
"The Carol Burnett Show."
His most memorable film
role was as the outlandish
Hedley Lanarr (who was end-

AP
Harvey Korman. left, and Tim Conway perform a skit on 'The
Carol Burnett Show" in this 1975 photo. Korman died
Thursday from an aortic aneurysm. He was 81.
lessly exasperated when people
called him Hedy) in Mel
Brooks' 1974 Western satire,
"Blazing Saddles."
"A world without Harvey
Korman - it's a more serious
world," Brooks told the AP on
Thursday. "It was very dangerous for me to work with him
because if our eyes met we'd

crash to floor in comic ecstasy.
It was comedy heaven to make
Harvey Korman laugh."
On television. Burnett and
Korman developed into the perfect pair with their burlesques of
classic movies such as "Gone
With the Wind" and soap operas
like "As the World Turns"(their
version was called "As the

!nvestincnts Sitirt• 1854

Stomach Turns").
Another recurring skit featured them as "Ed and Eunice."
a staid married couple who were
constantly at odds with the
wife's mother (a young Vickie
Lawrence in a gray wig). In
"Old Folks at Home." they were
a combative married couple
bedeviled by Lawrence as
Burnett's troublesome young
sister.
Korman revealed the secret
to the long-running show's success in a 2005 interview: "We
were an ensemble. and Carol
had the most incredible attitude.
I've never worked with a star of
that magnitude who Was willing
to give so much away."
Burnett was devastated by
Korman's death, said her assistant. Angie Horejsi.
"She loved Harvey very
much," Horejsi said.
After 10 successful seasons,
Korman left Burnett's show in
1977 for his own series. Dick
Van Dyke took his place, hut the
chemistry was lacking and the
Burnett show was canceled two
years later. "The Harvey
Korman Show" also failed, as
did other series starring the
actor.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
lists meetings at center

Support
groups will
meet in June
The Center for Health &
Wellness will offer several support group meetings dunng the
.month of June, which will he
offered to members. Murray Calloway County Hospital
-employees, as well as the general community.
. The Breast Feeding Support
Group will meet on Saturdays.
June 7, 14. 21. and 28 at 10:45
0.in at the Si. John's Episcopal Church. For more information contact Heather Duffy at
436-5657.
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet on Mondays. June 2. 9, 16, 23, and
30 at 7 p.m. If you are interested or need more information, contact Stephanie Cunningham at 210-4173.
The Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group will meet Tuesdays. June 10 and 24 at 4:30
p.m. in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board Room.
Free sitter service during the
meeting will he offered. Foi
more information. please contact Cindy Ragsdale at 7621278.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will meet on Tuesdays.
June 10 and 24 at noon in the
George Weaks Community Center. To eat with the Senior Citizens. come at 11:30 a.m. For
more information, contact Dixie
liopkins at 753-6001.
The Stroke/Head Injury Supsort Group will meet Thurspay. June 19 at 5:30 p.m. in
he Center for Health & Wellitess classroom. Contact Cheryl
X_'rouch at 762-1557 for more
Snformation about this support
;group.
There will be a West Kenlucky Chapter Lupus Support
:Group on Monday. June 16 at
k p.m. in the Murray-Calloway
'County Private Dining Room
I. This support group will meet
The third Monday of every
'month.
The BM:1St C'ancer Support
)3roup will meet Tuesday. June
V4 at 6:30 p.m. in the Center
I'm Health & Wellness classyu(nn. For more information.
See Page 7A

moviesinmyrray corn
Sex & The City
R - 12:45 - 3.40 - 6.50 - 9:50
Chronicles of Narnia
PG • 12:50 - 3:50 • 6:55- 9:45
Iron Man

Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds
meetings at 615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping ('enter behind Regions
Branch Bank.
The ;ignitar schedule is as follows: Sunday. 4 p.m., closed, no smoking, 8 p.m.,
open meeting, smoking; Monday, 6 p.m.
closed, no smoking, 8 p.m. open, smoking;
Tuesday, 8 p.m. closed, non smoking;
Wednesday, II a.m. closed, no smoking, 6
p.m., closed, ladies meeting, smoking 8
ko's
8 p.m.
Datebook p.m., open, smoking; Thursday,
open, smokBy Jo Burkeen open, smoking; Friday, 8 p.m.
ing; Saturday, 10 a.m., open, non-smokCommunity
ing, 8 pin open, non-smoking, speaker
Editor
meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a
problem with alcohol and want to give it up. Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA meeting.
For information call Mitch at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or C'huck at 436-2552.

Democratic Caucus planned
Photo provided

Pictured are students who received gold tags the week of May 12 -15 and MES principal
Janet Caldwell.

MES students earn Tiger Tags
Murray Elementary School
students cant a gold tag when
they have received 10 Tiger
Tags for going above and
beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet Caldwell. principal.

Kentucky Association Professional Educators and Association of American Educators
(KAPE/AAEF)
Foundation
have awarded Jacob Falwell and
Kelsey Watson the Teacher
Mentor and Star Student
$2505500 merit based scholarship.
Fakk ell, agriculture teacher
at Calloway County High
School for six years. and
Teacher Mentor to graduating
senior Star Student Kelsey Watson, is also a graduate of
CCHS. He has received
advanced degrees in Agricultural Science and Administration from Murray State University.
Watson. daughter of Dave
and Less Watson of Murray,
is a presidential scholar and
will attend Murray State University. She plans to major in
and
Agribusiness
Economics/Spanish. She attributes her success in high school
to her motto "work hard, sue-
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The Rotary Club of Murray's All-American Soapbox Derby
is scheduled for Saturday, June 7. A clinic will be this Saturday at the tobacco warehouse, Poplar and LP Miller Streets,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. All persons planning to enter the race
and who have not prepared their cars for this year's derby
should plan to attend thi:. clinic. The facility is also open Saturday for other drivers and their guardians who wish to continue working on their vehicles. For information call 759-9474.

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For more
information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Fire Protection group to meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station on East Sycamore Street.

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the office at 351 Alnio Rd., Almo.

MWC Board to meet Monday

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Cynthia Barnes,
president, urges all members to attend.

'Summer-in-the-Park' Saturday

The Plait Family Bluegrass Band featuring, Rob. Owen,
Cory and Cody Piatt, will perform at "Summer-in-the-Park" at
Paris Landing State Park amphitheater/large shelter area on
Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. There is no admission charge.

Color Guard Camp planned
Photo provided
Pictured are Galloway County High School Teacher Mentor
Jacob Falwell and Kelsey Watson, Star Student receiving
scholarships from Kentucky Association Professional
Educators (KAPE).
cess is a choice." Her phi- assistance of AAE's Foundalosophy which has guided her tion Program. KAPE is delightin her choices is by Ghandi. ed to provide $5,(8)0 a year
"Be the change you wish to in scholarships.
These are awarded to stusee in the world."
KAPE is a nonprofit, dent teachers, teachers who
nonunion professional educa- mentor students, family memtor organization with a nation- bers, high school seniors and
al affiliation with Association teachers who are working on
of American Educators (AAE). professional development and
One of KAPE's programs is furthei certification. Contact
888-438-7179.
at
scholarship which focuses on KAPE
students and teachers. With info kentuckyteachers.org

COBRA/Altemativ.

Indiana Jones & The Kingdom
of ne Crystal Skull

Final tune-ups planned Saturday

Four Rivers group will meet

Teacher Mentor Falwell and Star
Student Watson awarded scholarship

PG13 - 1:00 - 3:45 7:00-9:40
SHOWTIMES BEFORE

front Rebecca Cunningham's
class, Jada Holiman, Isabella
Estrada, Alisa Samon, laden
Speed and Trenton Strickland
from Theresa Garcia-Jones.
class.

piesents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News
program each morning.
Receiving the awards from
May 12 - 15 were: Madison
Birgbauer and Hunter Utley

The Kentucky Democratic Caucus will be Saturday at 10
a.m. at the Playhouse in the Park. Hal Kemp, chairman of
Calloway County Democratic Party, urges all interested persons
to attend.

Murray native receives
degree from Bellarmine
LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Bellarmine University awarded 461
degrees during its 55th annual commencement exercises on
May 10 in Knights Hall on campus.
Among those receiving
degrees was Murray native
Mary Adelaide Erwin, who

• ii• U on • ifie • mum • So

Glory Bound Ministry tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be The Hallelujah Singers and Jackie Graham.
Items will be taken for Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patnck Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com

Shrine Club Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be today at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Doors will open at 5 with Bingo starling at 6:30.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

earned a bachelor of arts in
history and political science and
a philosophy minor.
A 2004 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Erwin
made the dean's List.
Erwin is the daughter of
Nancy and Billy Erwin of Murray.
CU • M.
11'
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Murray Band Boosters will sponsor its third annual Spinfest Color Guard Camp starting Monday and continuing through
Friday from 8 a.m. to noon at Murray Middle School. For
more information call 753-5125, 227-7905 or 227-5142

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at I045 a m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Armstrong reunion Saturday
Descendants of John and May Armstrong of Calloway County will meet for a reunion on Saturday front II a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Park in the area behind the
old Waters school house near the swimming pool. A potluck
lunch will be served at 12:30 p.m. Each one is asked to bring
a dish to share. For information call Betty Gentry at 435-4268.

Adult Great Books group to meet
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County
Public Library. Emily Wolfson will lead the discussion of lionore de Balzac's short story, "The Unknown Masterpiece." The
regular monthly meeting date was changed in May because of
the Memonal Day holiday. A copy of the selection is available at the library for any who would like to join the conversation on Monday evening.
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Roby beer

Diaper Bags

Marshall County Fiscal Court Team for Relay for Life will
sponsor a cookout Monday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. at the judicial building parking lot on West 5th Street. Benton. The Relay
for Life will be June 13 and 14 at Marshall County High
School,

Taggies

Children's Clothing & Accessories
209 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
270-753-7534
Mon-Fri 10-5 p.m. • Sat. 10-4 p.m.

kirts.

Relay for Life team plans event

Angel Alert issued
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An Angel Alert for a car or truck in good running condition for a single mother with two children has been issued by
the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any one having one to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.
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Murray Independent School District teachers join the ranks of National Board Certified teachers
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Murray Independent School
Distnct (MISD) teachers liana
Henry, Murray Elementary
School. and Murray Middle
School teachers, Michelle Handegan, Gen,, Maley, Beth Stribling and Kristine Zirbel were
a part of the 251 Kentucky
teachers who achieved their
2007 National Board Certification (NBC) and also a part
of the 14 percent increase in
the number of 2007 NBC teachers from those certified in 2006.
Currently Kentucky has 1,374
teachers who are national board
.certified.
• These 2007 MISD teachers
'also join other MISD NBC
;teachers, Holly Bloodworth
-(2002 MES), Laurie Edminster
(2005 MHS), Wayne Jackson
- 2001 MHS), John Karanja
(
(2004 MHS) and Michelle
(2002
Wheeler-Dickerson
'MES). Since 1987 nearly
- 64,000 teachers have achieved
their National Board Certification.
Mentoring among themselves and reflecting on their
individual connections with students on a daily basis is a
growing camaraderie among the
MISD teachers who pursue their
NBC.
program
voluntary
A
achieved through a rigorous,
performance-based assessment
that typically takes one to three
years to complete, the NBC
program allows teachers to build
a portfolio to enrich and highlight their daily teaching classroom initiatives. During the
process teachers include student work samples, assignments, videos and a thorough
analysis on their knowledge

Photo provided
Murray Independent School DistnCt National Board Certified teachers are, from left, front row,
Dana Henry, Gena Maley, Laurie Edminster, Kristine Zirbel, Michelle Handegan, back row,
Holly Bloodworth, Michelle Wheeler-Dickerson, Wayne Jackson, Beth Stribling and John
Karania.
students art knowledge and ously I used a 21) approach
for the subject(s) they teach.
According to a recent "Ken- understanding at every grade when teaching this course and
now I have expanded it into
tucky Teacher." Kentucky level."
Maley said going through a 3D approach," she said.
ranked eighth nationwide in
the number of new National the ranks to receive her nation- "Through doing this, it presBoard Certified Teachers and al certification has really made ents a greater challenge to stuis currently 12th in the nation her think about her daily teach- dents and encompasses a largin the total number of teach- ing concepts. "Building a more er basis of nature and Amerers who have achieved certifi- in-depth understanding into ican an."
Stribling, MMS hand direceach art lesson plan is now a
cation.
Maley, who teaches art at major focus," she said. "Con- tor, admits even though the
Murray Elementary and Mur- cepts that build on each other process is very time consumray Middle schools, believes and extend is a main focus on ing, "it pushed her to reflect
on her instruction." "This is
that pursuing this certification teaching."
Maley's fourth grade Native always beneficial." she said.
provided her with the opportunity to closely examine and American Art exeloratory class "Having already achieved my
reflect on her teaching. "It also is an example of how she has Rank One and then pursuing
allowed me to improve my implemented changes. "Previ- National Board Certification
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by LINDA WRIGHT
The young ladies who are
residents of Mayfield Group
Home in Murray. recently heard
Theresa Perkins as she shared
some of her life experiences
with them in the hope of helping the girls as they make their
own choices in life,
Perkins shared that due to
feelings of self worthlessness
she missed many opportunities
to improve and grow herself
into the woman she wanted to
be. Finally, at a low point in
her life's journey, she decided
to seriously pursue a personal
relationship with God. Theresa had the opportunity to enter
a rehabilitation program where
she made the choice to leave
there a better person.
Perkins said she started paying attention and trying to learn
all she could from people who
were trying to help her make
a better life. She said she grew
tired of thinking only of herself and filling the void inside
herself with those things that

gave only a moment of pleasure and made the void in her
even bigger.
She began filling her life
with people who were willing
to encourage her in her new
goals in life. Leaving old
friends who had different goals
was not easy, but with the help
of church friends, she began
focusing not only on selfimprovement, but also on the
needs of others.
Theresa said being a part
of New Beginnings Outreach
Team has been a beneficial
part of her recovery process.
Also, having family members
accept her and encourage her
has given her the strength she
has needed to keep pursuing
her goal of being a better person.
Theresa acknowledged the
fact that each individual has
opportunities to make a life
they can be proud of; but she
said the choice she made for
herself to accept Jesus Christ
as her personal Savior and

Lord has made the biggest difference in her life.
One of her favorite Bible
verses is found in Joshua 1:9.
It says. "Here is what I am
commanding you to do. Be
strong and brave. Do not be
terrified. Do not lose hope. I
am the Lord your God. will
be with you everywhere you
go." Theresa told the girls
that even grownups mess up
and it takes a lot of hard work
to put it back together - an
every day effort.
New Beginnings Support
Group provides an environment
of caring Christians from various churches in the commuaity so that people like Theresa can find their own place to
grow spiritually. As we each
take our responsibility of living in community as a support to one another, and learn
to be real with one another.
we each become better persons that bring glory to their
Creator."

day, June 26 at 7:30 p.m in
the MCCH private dining room
1. Contact MCCH Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274, or
Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324
for more information on this
support group.

The Grief Recovery Outreach
Program is a new I2-week
class that began in March. For
more information, or to sign
up for the next class contact
MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

offered me another opportunity to challenge myself as a
teacher."
While his teaching includes
advanced placement calculus
and honors classes at MHS,
Wayne Jackson believes earning his National Board Certification was one of the most
worthwhile things he has ever
done. "The process of becoming certified requires that one
thinks about and justifies every
decision made during a lesson, from the planning stages
through the reflection afterwards. The goal is always to
enhance student learning so all
decisions are made with that
in mind."
Jackson and his wife. Kelly,
also an NBCT, mentored a
group of candidates front Murray and surrounding districts
in the 2002-2003 school year.
"We were able to share our ideas
about decision making and
excellence in teaching with the
candidates."
English
Karanja, MHS
teacher, said obtaining this certification has allowed him to
be more critical in evaluating
his teaching practices. "As a
consequence, I find myself making many changes and adjustments from year to year and
from day to day.After becoming national
board certified, mentonng other
candidates is encouraged by
the program.
Bloodworth, a P4 MES
teacher who has mentored candidates in Calloway. Graves,
Mayfield and Murray, said the
process has been very meaningful for her. "Through the
process I had to learn to exam-

Inc everything I do in terms
of student learning. I have had
the privilege of mentoring several teachers in and out of our
school system."
However, Bloodworth said
working with the MISD teachers was amazing. "I look around
and know that I work with
great teachers, but to have the
opportunity to mentor some of
them has been incredible. I
know that our schools are composed of inspiring teachers, but
to get the chance to see it first
hand is a privilege."
Edminster, an MHS English
honors class instructor, said the
entire process energized her
teaching and increased her
desire to engage all stakeholders in the teaching and learning process. " I have advised
other teachers working on
National Board Certification.
which keeps the standards and
goals of the program fresh for
Eleanor Mills Spry, MISD
assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction, said
MISD is proud to have teachers who desire to stretch their
boundaries when thinking about
instruction for the district's students. "Teachers who practice
active reflection on instruction,
assessment and the learning
process with their students,
teach those reflective and critical thinking skills as well,"
she said. "Our goal of being
life-long learners is achieved
while teaching our students to
be life-long learners."
The 2007 NBCTs are listat
line
on
ed
www.nbpts.org/resources/nbct_.
directory.
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The following arc reminders
of events planned for this
week that were recently published in The Murray Ledger
Times.
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Lauren Peal, daughter of
Jill and Randy Herndon of
Murray and Greg and Amy Peal
of Calvert City, and Adam
Midkiff, son of Elizabeth Midkiff and the late Mark Midkill of Cincinnati. Ohio, will
be married Saturday, May 31,
2008, at 4:30 p.m. at Altona
Baptist Church. Calvert City.
All relatives and friends are
invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E.
Lockhart of Mayfield will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday. May
31, 2008. No formal celebration is planned.
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Support
From Page 6A
contact Evelyn Wallis at 4892462 or Angie Hutchings at 4354614.
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thurs-
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Smell That Smoke
Can you
smell that
smoke it's
summer
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time
better yet it
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BBO TIME!
love this
time of the
year and i
can bum up
lot of
Tried & True aapple, nickRecipes ory, and
By Mr Mom - other
If
Mark Anderson woods
have
you
never used other wood give
them a try
APPLE
COOKED
SLOW
SMOKE PORK DSO
1 (5 to 6 pounds) pork butt
1/2 cup Pork Rub, recipe
follows
1 tablespoon dry mustard
Olive oil
Apple chips. soaked in water
BBQ sauce. recipe follows
8 large rolls
1 small red onion, thinly
sliced
2 large pickles, sliced into
thin rounds
Place the po.-k butt in a
shallow pan. To the pork rub,
add the dry mustard and mix
well. Rub the whole surface
with the Pork Rub Drizzle the
surface with olive oil and rub
well again Cover and refrigerate at least 6 hours or overnight
in the refrigerator
Soak the apple chips in cold
water for at least 30 minutes.
Preheat 1 side of the charcoal
grill to medium Drain the apple

4.

chips and place on the hot
side of the grill in the wood
chip tray or in a small metal
tray by the fire. Keep the other
half of the grill on very row
heat.
Place the pork on the hotter side of the grill and sear
until golden brown on all sides,
about 15 minutes. Remove to
the lower heat side of the grill.
Cook slowly, over low heat,
300 degrees F, until the meat
is tender and falling off the
bone, about 2 1/2 hours. Turn
the meat every 20 minutes or
so.
Remove from the grill and
let rest for 10 minutes. Slice
or shred into bite-size pieces
and place in a large bowl Toss
with desired amount of BBQ
Sauce. Place on buns and top
with red onions and pickles.
DOZER PORK RUB:
4 tablespoons brown sugar
4 tablespoons onion powder
4 tablespoons garlic powder
4 tablespoons dned thyme
4 tablespoons dried oregano
2 tablespoons mild paprika
2 tablespoons hot paprika
4 teaspoons cayenne
4 teaspoons ground conander
2 teaspoons black pepper
2 teaspoons white pepper
2 tablespoons kosher salt
Mix all ingredients together
and stir well
DOZER B130 SAUCE II:
2 tablespoons vegetable Oil
1/2 medium onion, minced
6 cloves garlic, minced
1 tablespoon chopped fresh

oregano leaves
1 cup ketchup
1 cup tomato puree
1 tablespoon Worcestershire
sauce
1/3 cup honey
1/3 cup brown sugar
2 tablespoons southern style
hot sauce (recommended:
Tabasco)
1 tablespoon smoked papnka
1 teaspoon cayenne
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1 teaspoon ground coriander
1 teaspoon kosher salt
1 teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper
In a medium saucepan, over
medium heat, add the vegetable oil Saute the onions,
garlic. and oregano until translucent. about 4 to 5 minutes.
Add the remaining ingredients,
ketchup, tomato puree. Worcestershire sauce, honey, brown
sugar hot sauce, paprika,
cayenne, cumin, conander, salt
and black pepper. Bring to a
boil. stirring occasionally, then
lower heat to a simmer and allow
to simmer for 1 hour 30 minutes.
Taste and adjust seasoning
and heat to desired taste
*MP

Remember if you have a
recipe you would like to share
email us at mrmommurray0bellsouth.net or write Mr. Mom at
Murray Ledger & Times. Has
my family says "That's a keep.
er"
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9-00 a m
Worship
Sat 10 15 a m
Sabbeth School

ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Hatfield Highway Benton. KY 42025
270-527.8002
1000m
Service
Feast Day Services contact the Rector 2593389

APOSTOLIt lioME FELLOWSHIP
1600 a ni
Sunday
6 45 p.m
Thesday
6 45 p m
Thurndas

or sou
usussugs
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m
Sunday Evening Worship 660 p.m.
700 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
II:00 aim
Morning Worahm
600 p.m
Evening Worehip
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
hum.& 6 p.m.
Worship
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9,45 a.m.
Sunday School
1160 rtm
Morning Service.
p.m.
660
Evening Services

•

•

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 845.rn. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
9,30 am.
Sunday School
1090 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Woralup
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study

SINKING SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
II m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wedneadey

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1060 atm
Sunday School
1160 a.m.
Morning Worship
6,00 pm.
Afternoon Worehip
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m

sourn MARSHALL
10 a m
Sunday School
II am,610 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
960•m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worehip Services
6 p.m
Disopleslup Training

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10,00 •.m
Solidity School
Worship Service 1160 a.m. & 6 p.m.
760 p m
Wednesday
ILDRILSEY BAPTIST
1160a.m
Morning Worship
590-7.30 p.m
Mamie
545 p.m
Training Union
6-30 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1060 •.m
Sunday School
II am & 6-00 p m
Preaching
TOO p m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTSIOIIRE BAPTIST CHURCH
1060•m
Sunday School
11 •m & 6 p.m
Worship
760 pm
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10,00 a.m
FAay School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Morning Worship
TOO p.m
Worineaday Worelnp

Ski

Are you sometimes unclear about
exactly who you are? If so, you are not
alone. In fact, merely being human
can for some seem like one long identity crisis. This is because our God/given freedom to live the life we
choose means that we each must
decide who we will be and understand that every stage of life is associated with its own inherent and dis,
tinct problems or issues. We may talk
about "finding" ourselves or "discovering" who we are, but in reality, this usually comes down
to deciding who we want to be or who God wants us to be,
and then trying to be that person. There may be an element
of discovery in realizing what we want or what God wants
for us. But even in that case we may not have a clear answer
to these questions, and we may just have to invent ourselves. Self-actualization is one of our highest and most
important aspirations; we can choose to be good and godly
people or we can settle for considerably less. God has given
each of us "free will" to determine our own identity, and we
can be whoever we want to be, within reason of course, so
we should choose wisely. The Bible tells us that we should
hate what is evil and hold onto what is good. We should
love one another, work hard and serve the Lord with a heart
full of devotion (Romans 12:9-11).

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
llom & 7 p.m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
1600 a.m.
Sunday School
1100•m.
Preaching
530 p.m
Prayer Service
660 p.m.
Church

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
900•m
Sunday School
1060 a.m. & 600 p.m
Worship
500 p m
Discipleship Training

FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
660 p.m
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST'
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1100• m & 660 p.m.
Wortihip
TOO p.m.
Wedneaday
FIRST BAPTIST
945 a m
Sondra School
Worehm 8:30& 10 55 a.m & 6 p m
BAPTIST
FLINT
1060 a.m
Sunday School
1160 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-45 p.m
Evening Wornhip
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a m.
Sunday School
10.45 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9130•m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m. &6p.m
Worship

Are You Having
An Identity Crisis?

NEW PROVIDENCE
1060 •.m
Sunday School
11 a m. &6 p.m
Worship

SCOTT'S GROVE
945 a.m
Sunday. School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
pm.
6:00
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 760 p m.
Spiritual
for
Prayer & Fasting
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 pm
Awakening

HAZEL BAPTIST
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10.30 a m & 6 30 p.m.
Worship
5:30 p m.
Church Treurung
760 p.m
Wednesday Worship

,•
II.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1650 a m
6-00 p m
Evening Worship
MOUNT SORER FREEWILL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
660 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
1000•.m.
Morning Worship
660 p.m
Evening Worship

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6.30 p.m
Wodneeday Service
1000 •311
Sunday School
1160 ..m.
Worship Service
6:00 p in
Sunday Night

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10•m.
Sunday School
11 a.ra & 6 p m
Morning Worship
7p m
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8.00.915 & 10.30 a.m
Worship
Sun Schools 600, 9:16 & 10,30 •.m.
660 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Woralup

*
1,

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
2,00 p m.
3rd Stuiday
260 p.m

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Wonihip

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p In
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p m
Wed Praise Worehm & Altar 8 pm
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p m
Thursday Night
10 Olin m
Sunday Morning
7 00 p m
Sunday Evening
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3pm
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30•m
Bible School
11 30•m & 7 p m
Worship
7 pm
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
miles ,,not Lynn Grove
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 si.m
Worship
7 30 pm
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Ptell. and Worship 10-301& 6 p.m
7 p0
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10 30 a no
Sundays
7:00 p in
Wednesdays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
1060 a.m.
5formr.g Worship
10.15 am
Sunday School
1100 am.
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
1100 a.m.
Sunday Morning
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

WITIMCSAM
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 •.m.
Public Talk
1630 a.m.
Watchtower Study

So be careful how you live.
Don't live like ignorant people, but like wise people.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
SOO a.m
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Worship

Good News Bible Ephesians 5:15

9.30 a.m.
II a.m.

iirrommit

SUGAR CREEK
10 a m.
Sunday School
I I a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship.
7 pm
Wedneaday
WEST FORK
1100 a.m.
?doming Worship
TOO p.m.
Wednesday Evening
600 p.m.
Sunday Evening

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.30 a in
Sunday School
10:15 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
760 p.m
Wed Bible Study

WERIVIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9.30 a.m.
Simday School
10 30 a.m & 6 p.m.
Winship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETRANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
hum & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

DEXTER
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:10 a.m & 660 p.m
Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wedneeday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m
Bible Study
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wedneaday Winship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 •.ni
Bilge Study
1046 •.m
Morning Service
6,00 p.m
Evening Worehip
'760 p m
Wednesday Viorahip
CHRIST
OF
HAZEL CHURCH
900 a.m.
Bible Study
950 •.m
Morning Worship
p in
660
Evening Worship
700 p m
Mid-Week Worahip
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
900
Sunday Bible Class
10:00•in
Morning Worship
7.00 p to
Wednesday Night

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

roman
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 p m
Saturday Main
10.30 a m
Sunday Maas
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 pm
Saturday Mn..
ham &II aro
Sunday Masser

C1111.111111
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 arn & 6 pm
Worship
10• m
Bible Study Sunday
7 pm
Bible Study Westnerds
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9.00•m.
Sunday Si h.";
:0 15 a m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9'30•m
Bible School
10 30•m
Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Service

MERSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10-16:•m
Sunday School
1650 a m
Morning Worship
760 p.m
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesday.,
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
1160•m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950• m & 6 p m
Worahip
9 am
Bible Classes
7pm
Wedneeday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00•m.
Bible Study
1600•m & 6,00 p.m
Worship
760 p.m
Wed Bible Study

MOM =ICI MIMI

10:30• m
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
7.30 p.m
2nd Wednanday

MIMI OF COMM
ALMO CHURCH OF CUBIST
960 a in
Bible School
9:50 a m
Morning Wor•hip
660 p vi
Evening Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY
10.46 a m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Even.rig Worship

SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6,00 p in
Evenirg Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 sm. 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10:16 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10 60 •.m.
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
WOO a in.
Bible Claaas
1000• m & 560 p.m
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10 50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 gym
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
960•in
Morning
6.00 p.m
Evening
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

NM If
W

MIT
UM

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 sm
Sunday Prieethood
11.10 sm.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m
Sacrament Meeting

WWWIIPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1630 a m
Worship
9:00•m.
Sunday School
12,00pm
'Amadei(

nisicpumurr
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1630 a m
Worship Sunday
CluldrenS Sunday School 1160•m
FREEDOM HOUSE
1060 •.m.
Sunday School
11 00•m.
Womhip
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
1060 icIn
Worship
Wedneeday.- Home Groupe 6:00 pm

BETHEL UNTIZD
930 sin
Morning Worehip
10.30 a.m
Sunday School
600 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 aro.
Sundry School
1160 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
lnt& 3rd Sun Night
COLDWATER
1000 am
Sunday School
11 00•m
Worelup
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8.50•in.
Worship Service
9 50 a in
Sunday School
DEXTEReHARDIN UNITED
960 a ro
Contemporary Service
1600 am.
Bible Study
11.00 ism
Regular Worship
FIRST UNTTED METHODIST
445 & 11 am.
Worship
950•in
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Wonslup Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
900•m
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worahm
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:03 sim
Sunday School
9:45•m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
1060 a.m
Sunday School
1101•m
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
1600•in.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
900* m
Sunday School
9.30•in
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.00•.m
Worship Service
10:30 ern
Sunday School

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000•in
Sunday School
11.00•m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 630 p.m
PALESTINE UNTTED
1600 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30•in
Worship
11 00
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
1045. In
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
1000•m
Preaching

WATSON CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10.00 ant
Sunday School
MOO a.m.
Morning Servi,

MIMIC
MURRAY CHURCH
945 am.
Sunday School
10:45 ern
Morning Worship
660 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Worship

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 •.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 660 p.m.
Church
TOO p.m.
Wednesday
BILTILEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAI. CHURCH
10:00 •.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
500 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 610 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 760 p.m.

DEXTER Pmvracourat.cam's
Sunday School
Worship

1600 a in.
& 6 p.m.

11 a

MURRAY FIRST UPC
1060•m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worehm
760 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
1000 a in
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
660 p.m
Saturday Evening
10'30• m & 6 p m
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 em
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m.
Eveinrig Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Suorlay Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1060 m
Sunday School
1050 am & 6 p m
Worship
7pm
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1160-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

111112111,1011W1
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9.30 a.m
Sunday School
10.45 a In
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 sm
Sunday School
1103 •.m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
1000 arr.
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PIRESHYTERIAN CHURCH
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 am & 6pm
Worship Service
UNTTY CUMBERLAND
1000 a m
Sunday School
1100 em & 630 p.m
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
.titAt•t•its

h eels

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.• Murray • 753-15273

Honor your father & your mother,
so that you may live long in the
land the Lord your God is giving
you.
- Exo. 20:12
S
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

FITTS BLOCK II
READY MIX CO.

CO1511 1'A TV V

Office Technology Specialists

Budding Blocks & Ready Moo Concrete

1-800-858-0492

,K

753-3540

East Main Street

,
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I hove fought the good fight, I

lenate
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SOS Glendale Road • Murray, KV 42071
1270/ 759-1555

TIMES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.eum

CHRYSLER•DODGEkLIF

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY•7534448

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Roman.s 10:8
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have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
-- 2 Mnothy 4:7

10%

Murray
753-9383
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1751W. Maki• Murray •275•711.1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Touch

288 S.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-9540

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where lam.
- John 14:3

Friday, May 30.2000 • 9A
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ChurchBulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "The
Lord's Prayer: Hallowed Be
Your Name" with scripture from
Job 384-11 at the 10 a.m.
worship service. Todd E. Hill
is choir director with Kala
Dunn as pianist. Assisting will
be Gary and Justine Ostlund
and Jerry and Ann Stanley,
ushers; Don Fleming, George
Kipphut, Andi Denney, Anne
Adams, Sallie Guy and Dave
Howe, communion servers.
Korean Worship will be at 4
p.m.
Goshen Methodist: Rev.
Mark Earhean, pastor, will
speak about "Weathering the
Storms Without Falling to
Pieces" with scripture front
Matthew 7:21-27 at the 9 a.m.
worship service with Tom Villaflor as the pastor's assistant.
Serving as acolytes .vill be
Elizabeth and Nicholas Brunn.
April Arnold will direct the
choir with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
Children's
accompanists.
Church will be directed by
Tina Sexton. Greeters will be
Pat and Patricia Lea. Sunday
School with Tim Chaney as
superintendent will be at 10:15
a.m. The Disciple Bible Study
and the Goshen-Kirksey youth
will be at Kirksey United
Methodist Church at 6 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Bro.
James Simmons, interim pastor, will speak at the 10 a.m.
worship service. Aaron Tribou
is minister of music and youth
and Bobbie Burkeen is pianist.
Sunday School will begin at
9 a.m. Vacation Bible School
will start at 6 p m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Redigging the
Wells" with scripture from Genesis 26:15-19 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Andy Walker
will speak about "Wrestling
with God" with scripture from
Genesis 32:24-30 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Leading
the song service will he Todd
Walker, associate minister. Also
assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
minister,
Hutchens, youth
Jimmy Ragsdale, Chip Adams,
R.B. Barton, David Ryan, Dennis Abell. Johnny and Todd
Bohannon and Frank Brandon.
A short worship service will
be at 5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
Pleasant Grove
North
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev. Charles Westfall, minister, will speak about "The Ultimate Survivor" with scripture
from Genesis 6:9-22 at the II
a.m, worship service. Camme
Cain will be song leader with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "Our Only Sure
Hope- with scripture from
Psalm. 46:1-3: 10-11 at the
10:15 a.m. worship service.
Dave
Assisting will be
Eldredge, worship leader; Mike
Ridley and Amy Roos, elders;
Tommy
Cathey.
Mallory
Durham, Erica Gray, Denny
Lane, Steve Parker and Fred
Wells, diaconate
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is minister of music with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Mr. Nance will sing a
solo at the morning hohr and
Sherida Gentry at the evening
hour. Eddie Morns will give
the children's sermon. Micah
Sugg is youth director. Assisting will be Dwain McClard,
deacon of the week, and Walter Bell, Brian McCuiston, Paul
Winchester and Jeff Gentry, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Bro, Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "We Can't Ignore
Such A Great Salvation" with
scripture from Hebrews 2:1-4
at the 9:45 a.m, worship service. Johnna Nance will be in
charge of Children's Church.
Toni Jones is accompanist and
J.W. Jones is worship leader.
Sunday School will be at I I
a.m.
Mason's Chapel United

out

CHURCHES

Coles, Russell Chapel
UMC plan homecomings
Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church
will have its annual homecoming on Sunday.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m, followed
by the worship service at II a.m. this Sunday
only.
A potluck lunch will be served and a short
business meeting will follow.
Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery
will be taken. If unable to attend, they may
be mailed to Twila Coleman, 3089 Brinn Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Also, Bro. Forrest Carver, pastor, will speak
at the 9:30 a.m, worship service for the homecoming at Russell Chapel United Methodist
Church on Sunday.
Special music will be presented in the afternoon featuring the group, Brotherly Love. '
Sunday School will be at 11 a.m. followed
by a potluck meal to be served at noon.
The church is located off Ky. Hwy. 94 East,
by turning right on Irvin Cobb Road and going
approximately 5 1/2 miles on the right.

the Sunday night musical and luau. Transportation is available by calling 753-1854.
Elm Grove Baptist Church will also have
"Outrigger Island" Bible School starting Monday and continuing through 'Thursday at the
church.
The school will start at 6 p.m. and will
Northside Baptist Church,
feature preschool through high school classes
one-day
a
have
Road near Almo Heights, will
with a nursery provided. A dinner will be
Vacation Bible School on Saturday from 9 a.m. served each evening for the kids and workers.
crafts,
stories,
Bible
to 4 p.m. Featured will be
On Thursday parents and friends are invitmusic, snacks and games.
ed to join the group for a rally and presentaBro.
call
may
Those needing transportation
tion at 6:30 p.m. followed by a picnic luau.
Brett Miles, pastor, at 759-9861.
For transportation call 436-6111.
at
p.m.
6
at
Sunday
Family Night will be
the church.
Children, ages 4 (by Oct. I) through 6th
grade are invited to "Outrigger Island" VacaBible School starting Monday through FriPhoto provided tion
day form 9 a.m, to noon at First Baptist Church,
The annual homecoming will be held at
MEMORIAL SERVICE: SFC Jerry Rotramel (ref.) of Paris, 203 South 4th St., Murray.
McDaniel Cemetery on Sunday at the shelter
Rally,
Worship
spirited
a
Tenn., plays taps as PFC Adam Crawford salutes the flag after
Featured will be
there.
a special service held last Sunday at Hazel Baptist Church. Bible study, crafts, recreation, refreshments,
A potluck lunch will be served at noon with
in
fallen
missions videos and music. VBS students will
The service was held to remember those who have
business meeting scheduled at 11:30 a.m.
a
Sunon
musicat
Island
battle during every war that this country has been involved. present an Outrigger
Persons may bring donations for the cemep.m and that will be folSFC Rotramel is a veteran of the Vietnam War in 1968-69 and day. June 8, at 6
tery upkeep or may mail them to Howard Coy,
luau.
lowed by a fellowship
has been retired from the U.S. ArmyTTNARNG since 2000.
204 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020.
The public is encouraged to attend VBS and
PFC Crawford is currently serving in the Army National Guard
and is an ROTC cadet at the University of Kentucky. He is the
son of Kevin and Melissa Crawford of Murray.
Methodist: Bro. Alan Trull, ister of music with Misty
Youth of the conference will the Lambuth University Chapel,
JACKSON, Tenn. — Two
pastor, will speak about "We Williams and Kathy Thweatt
the Rev. Roger Hopson,
Can't Ignore Such A Great Sal- as accompanists. Bro. Prater major studies with the poten- be meeting at Jackson's Alder- and
Administrataive Assistant
vation" with scripture from will have special music at the tial to change the face of the sgate United Methodist Church Area
preach
Hebrews 2:1-4 at the II a.m. 8:30 a.m. service and the sanc- United Methodist Church in on Monday, June 2. A "Pota- to the Bishop, who will
worship service. The Choir will tuary choir will sing at the the Jackson Purchase will be to Drop" is scheduled from 2- the Sending Forth service on
Sing "This Little Light of Mind" 10:50 a.m. service. Assisting brought before the lime 1-3 4 p.m. The Society of St. Tuesday evening at the Civic
with Karen Coles and Sharon will be Ron James, Sunday Annual (regional) Conference of Andrew, an organization dedi- Center.
The budget proposed for the
Myatt as accompanists. Assist- School director and deacon 86.000 United Methodists in cated to ending hunger in Amering will be Frank Coles, Jimmy yokefellow, and Stan Paschall, west Tennessee and western ica, is trucking 40.000 pounds regional church in 2009 is
of loose potatoes to the church $9,483,363; $46,864 less than
Myatt, Larry Chrisman and deacon of the week. Sunday Kentucky.
Johnny Underwood. Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m.
One goal that may be adopt- parking lot where the young the approved 2008 budget.
First United Methodist: ed is the planting of 50 new people will sack and distribRetiring at the 2008 AnnuSchool will be t 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Rev. Richard Smith. pastor, will United Methodist faith com- ute them to local food banks al Conference are Ed Franklin
Jeffrey, Thomas M. Yoder, Billy
Church: Dennis Norvell. pas- speak about "At The Lord's munities in the region. Nearly and soup kitchens.
H.
Donovan
Harris,
tor, will speak about "A Hurt Table" with scripture from 1 1,0(X) delegates, half clergy,
Preaching at the worship J.
That Only Heaven Can Cure" Corinthians 11:23-26 at the half laity, representing 455 services are Bishop Dick Wills Lawrence, Edward W. Walton
with scripture from Matthew Early Light service at 8:45 a.m. churches, will gather at the Jack- Jr. who will ordain two elders Jr.. Jerry Lynn Wilson, William
8:14 at the 8:45 and II a.m. and at the traditional worship son, Tenn, Carl Perkins Civic and two deacons on Sunday Kent Bailey, Thomas E. Cary
worship services. Dee and service at II a.m. Dr. Pam Center to worship God, delib- evening at 7:30 p.m.: the Rev. Jr. and Steven E. Mischke.
Kathy Lipford will lead the wor- Wurgler is music director and erate on legislation, and dis- J. Ted Leach, senior pastor of
Clergy and their spouses
ship service with Hazel Bran- pianist and Joan Bowker is cuss the business of the church. Jackson, Tenn.'s First United who died during the past year
don, Susan Reynolds, Dee Lip- organist. Acolytes will be
The offerings received dur- Methodist Church, who will are Charles Yancey, Hazel Jackford and Carol Kelly as accom- Nicholas Alexander and Schafer
the conference are dedi- preach the Memorial Service
ing
panists. Sunday School for all Putz with Dana Alexander as
cated to Change for Children. on Monday at 7:30 p.m. in •See Page 11A
ages will be at 10 a.m., and acolyte parent. Also assisting
a business meeting will be at at the services will be Rev.
Bob Saywell, minister of visthe 6 p.m. service.
Westside Baptist: Rev. itation, and Gary Vacca.
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Developing a New Webb, pastor, will speak about
Appreciation for Life" with "God's Unshakeable Truth:
scripture from Psalm 90 at the Jesus Is the Only Way" with
10:30 a.m. worship service and scripture from / Peter 2:1-12
about "The Rock of All Ages" at 830 and 10:55 a.m servwith scnpture from Psalm 71 ices and about "The Model
at the 6 p.m. worship service. Prayer" at the 6 p.m. worship
Tommy Scott is music direc- service. Kent Jackson is music
tor. The choir will sing "High director with Lucretia Jackson
and Lifted Up" and Janice and Margaret Wilkins as accomSchecter will present special panists. assisted by the Praise
music at the morning hour. Team. Josie Callahan will give
Nathan Herron will have spe- the children's sermon. The sanccial music at the evening hour. tuary choir will sing "In Christ
Assisting will be Jimmy Felts Alone" and the Tapestry Trio
and Paul Rimer, deacons of the will sing "When God Dips His
week. Sunday School will be Pen" at the second morning
at 9:30 a.m. T-Manley is min- service. Assisting will be Boyd
ister to youth and Shelly Har- Smith, associate pastor of sturis is minister to preschool and dents, Matt Mattingly and
Richard Jones, deacons, and
children.
Memorial Baptist: Bro. Judy Ingersoll and Andrea
Martin Severns. pastor, will Hogancamp. Sunday School
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 will be at 9:45 p.m.
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Bro. Jeff Prater is mM-

Bible Schools planned
at Northside, FBC, Elm
Grove churcheslocated on Radio

Homecoming planned
at McDaniel Cemetery

Methodists to gather for Conference

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church
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Weekly Services

8.30 a.m.
9.00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

Early Fellowship Sunday Morning
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Night Choir
Wednesday Fellowship Meal

6:45 p.m.
7:15 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
us for Vacation
Bible School
June 23rd thru 25th!

— Coming June 21st.""
The World Famous

"CHUCK WAGON GANG"
opoeorinq
Gaither Homecoming Fciyorite

"Charlotte Ritchie."
and

"a church with an early service
in a country setting"

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

,GM Fan Favorites

Eternal Vision"
,..i n•r,, .i., •, ‘'..i id,• ..ii .i.: -T1\1
i
. i r ...t.,-- ,
: 250i dr aciy rprre.21st '6.30 it Ai. ,:. boors.open at.6 30 p...r:
t, ets :$1.600,e?iio'veo .tortly
731
. . In'Potmal.•
.
.
. .bt P•rro,se,Loill38:0ts
... .

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
E-mail: cw1g-mcenetzerszAtt
Parsonage: 489-2371
Website: www.gbgmumc.org/lynngrove
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Let's Refuel America!

Announcing the new Dodge
$2.99 Gas Guarantee:
Right now, when you buy or lease most Dodge vehicles, you'll pay just '2.11B a gallon for gas or
diesel in each of the next three years for up to the first 12,000 miles per year. It's our 62.1211 Gas Guarantee.
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Grand Caravan

*2.99 + $500
Gas Guarantee
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*2.99 + $500
Gas Guarantee
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Ram 1500
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*2.99 +$3,000
Gas Guarantee

Bonus Cash
Allowance

AU-New Journey
Best-In-Class
*299 4.
• fuel economy'
Gas Guarantee

DpDG

powered t)

pricelock 110

VOYAcit'llt

LetsRefuelAmerica.com
on model. VISA/MASTERCARD credit card required. 87 octane gas and diesel fuel only Allow six weeks for activation. Excludes
'Available miles per year based on a maximum number of gallons which varies depending
letsrefuelamerica.com, call 1-800-866-4656 or see your dealer for additional restrictions. tBased on Ward's'08 Large Cross/Utility Vehicle
Chassis Cab, Challenger, Sprinter, SRT,* and all other incentive offers. Go to
limited warranty and details. Non -Transferable. Not available on su models, chassis Cab, Sprinter, diesel and certain fleet vehicles.
segment, EPA estirr.ated 19 city/25 highway. tSee dealer for a copy of this
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Obama distancing himself from another clergyman's sermon

AP
In this June 1, 2007 tile
photo, Rev. Michael Pfleger,
left, of Saint Sabina Catholic
Church is seen with Rev.
Jesse Jackson during a news
Conference at Rainbow/Push
Coalition headquarters in
Chicago

CHICAGO (AP) -- Democratic presidential candidate
Barack Mama said Thursday
that he was "deeply disappointed" by a supporter's sermon
at his church that mocked
Hillary Rodham Clinton.
The Rev. Michael Pfleger,
a Chicago activist, also apologized for last Sunday's sermon at Obama's church, in
which he said Clinton's eyes
welled with tears before the
primary
New
Hampshire
because she felt "entitled" to
the Democratic nomination and
because "there's a black man
stealing my show"
In video circulating on the
Internet, Pfleger said the former first lady expected to win
the nomination before Obama's
sudden popularity.
"She just always thought
that, 'This is mine. I'm Bill's
And then,
wife. l'ni white.'
out of nowhere, came 'Hey,
I'm Barack Obama." And she
said, 'Oh damn, where did you
come from'? I'm white. I'm
entitled. There's a black man
stealing my show," Pfleger
said at Trinity United Church
of Christ.

...

He then went on to parody
Clinton, sobbing and wiping
his face with a handkerchief.
"She wasn't the only one crying," he said. 'There was a
whole lot of white people crying."
Obama won the Iowa caucuses, the first contest of the
nominating season, in January.
Days later, Clinton's eyes
brimmed with tears and her
voice broke as she talked with
New Hampshire voters on the
eve of the primary, which she
won.
Obama said he was "deeply
disappointed" by Pfleger's comments.
"As I have traveled this country, I've been impressed not
by what divides us, but by all
that that unites us," he said in
a statement. '1'hat is why I
am deeply disappointed in
Father Pfleger's divisive, backward-looking rhetoric, which
doesn't reflect the country I
see or the desire of people across
America to come together in
common cause."
Pfleger, the white pastor of
predominantly black Saint Sabina Roman Catholic Church on
the city's Southwest side, said

he regretted his
of
choice
words.
"These
are
words
inconsistent
with Senator
Obama's life
and message
am
I
and
deeply sorry if
Mama
they offended
Senator Clinton or anyone else
who saw them," Pfleger said.
campaign
Clinton's
denounced Pfleger's comments.
"Divisive and hateful language like that is totally counterproductive in our efforts to
bnng our party together and

IL

have no place at the pulpit Of ica- became tistures on the
in our politics." the campaign Internet and cable news netsaid in a statement. "We are works and created a political
Senator problem for the candidate.
that
disappointed
Pfleger, known locally as a
Obama didn't specifically reject
Father's Pfleger's despicable 'community activist and organcomments about Senator Clin- izer, was arrested in June 2007
ton, and assume he will do with the Rev. Jesse Jackson
during a protest outside of a
In March, Pfleger invited south suburban Chicago gun
Obarna's embattled former pas- shop.
The criminal trespass charges
tor, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright.
to speak at Saint Sabina. were later dropped.
He also has hosted Louis Farembracing Wright in the church.
°barna recently broke with rakhan, the controversial leader
Wright, who had been his long- of the Nation of Islam, at St..
time pastor, after video of his Sabina and has called him "a
sermons blaming U.S. policies gift from God to a sick, sick
for the Sept. II attacks and world."
his calls of "God damn Amer-

•Methodist Conference ...
From Page 9A
son, Marie McKenzie, Ray
Maxwell Allen Sr., Andrew R.
Eickhoff Sr., Albert M. Evans,
Grace Robins Whetstone, Jo
Ann Mann, John W Penney,
Grace Johnson Melton, Willard
Watson, Patricia Greer, Irene
Cotham. Wanza Archer, J.D.

Photo provided
FLAG PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 presented an American flag to
Station 2 of the Calloway County Fire Rescue. Pictured. from left, Linda Fain, member; Nancy
Buchanan, Field Rep; Ralph Fields (fire fighter); Jeff Shields, assistant chief; Rachel Brown,
field Rep, Edna Jones and Jean Bailey, lodge merhhers.

Lou
Emmy
Featherstone,
Whitehead. Wood Knight Whetstone, Timothy Salyers, Mickey R. Carpenter, and Ruby
Hulme.
Being ordained as Elders in
Full Connection are"James R.
McKinney III and Nancy Johnston Varden.
Being ordained as Deacons
in Full Connection are Daphne

Eubanks Moses and Sammy G
Tillman.
Being commissioned as Probationary Members are Ann
Renee Dillard, Steven Brie
Fonville, David Brent Hollis,
Saiah Claire Matheny, Debo-:
rah Burson Smith, Thomas Read
Spellings, Randy E. Stacy and
Susan Marie Varner.

FROM II A.M. TO 1:30 P.M SATURDAY
AT THE GRAND HOME LOCATION.
DRAWING TO BE HELD AT 2 P.M.

Grad student studies pine stands
Brittney Viers, a graduate
student at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
$2,000 grant from the Illinois
Wildlife Preservation Fund.
The Wildlife Preservation
Fund Program is primarily
applied toward research that
protects and preserves native
plants and non-game wildlife
resources. The funding will aid
in determining the effects of naturalized, exotic loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda) stands in southern
Illinois and western Kentucky.
The loblolly pine is native to
the southeast extending from
southern New Jersey to eastern
Texas in the United States. They
are also often planted in various
locations throughout western
Kentucky, the Midwest, including southern Illinois, and in the
southeast primarily for harvesting pulpwood.. forest reestablishment, and erosion control.
This particular pine has also
been selected for plantation
forestry since it has a relatively
fast growth rate.
Pines in general have the ten-

dency to be invasive, and consequently have the potential ability to naturalize simply because
of their life history traits. Pinus
in particular have small seed
masses, short juvenile periods
and short intervals between
large seed crops. These factors
allow for seed dispersal over
long distances, rapid population
growth, especially under disturbance regimes, as well as early
and consistent reproduction.
Unfortunately. Viers says.
selecting any species for monoculture uses may cause natural
ecosystem functions to be relinquished.
As a result of knowing the
invasive tendencies of pines.
and loblollies in particular, Viers
will determine if the local biota
that typically occur in early succession stage ecosystems are
negatively affected by the
homogenization of existing and
naturalized loblolly stands in
southern Illinois and western
Kentucky. She says it is possible
that native plant communities
and threatened species that

inhabit this area could be
severely disrupted if this species
of pine continues to invade.
In addition to the disturbance
of landscape, Viers says other
factors that might increase
loblolly naturalization need to
be verified also. Aid from the
Wildlife Preservation Fund
through the Illinois Department
of Natural Resources will help
to ensure that these issues are
properly addressed.
A native of Francisco, Ind..
Viers is completing graduate
State
Murray
studies at
Hancock
University's
Biological Station, a year-round
facility that provides scientists
with a base of operation for a
wide variety of field research
and presents students with
opportunities for field-oriented
classes, individualized instruction, independent research, and
with
interactions
close
researchers and faculty. The station is the Field Facility for the
Center for Reservoir Research
Ecological
the
for
and
Consortium of Mid-America.

g tning isn t always the pro lem.
Sometimes animals are the cause of major power outages.
When we do got the power on again, any active
electrical equipment may fall victim to a surge.
Do you have
whole horn* surge protection? N
on. Excludes
tatty Vehicle
*hides.

Murray Electric System
(270)1834312

www.murrarkii.net

Surge Block

Someone is moving to the Dream Home on
2260 Mitchell Drive, Murray, KY. Is it you?
Need not be present to win!
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At least 1
dead in NYC
crane collapse
NEW YORK (AP) — A construction crane collapsed today
on New York's Upper East Side,
smashing into a 23-story apartment building before crashing
onto the street below and killing
one person.
It was the second deadly
crane accident in 2 1/2 months
in the city, which as undergoing
a building boom. Mayor
Michael Bloomberg said the latest collapse was "unacceptable,"
and the city would investigate.
"The sound was like a thunder clap. Then, an earthquake,"
said Peter Barba, who lives on
the seventh floor of the building
across the street from the construction site that was hit by the
crane.
One body was brought out of
the rubble at East 91st Street and
First Avenue, placed on a gurney
and covered in a white sheet. A
construction worker knelt over
the stretcher, gently stroking the
sheet.
It wasn't immediately clear
whether there were additional
fatalities,
,erews pulled others out of
Fire
the
wreckage
the
Department said. Their conditions were not immediately
known.
Firefighters and rescue workers continued to search through
the tangled wreckage.
Barba said it appeared the
entire cab came off the crane; its
main arm hit the penthouse of
his building, then "took out the
northeast corner," he said.
Video from the scene showed
the upper-floor balconies of the
apartment building were severely damaged and a hole extended

several stones down the side of
the building.
Chaos enveloped the largely
residential neighborhood of
town houses and apartment
high-rises as dozens of emergency vehicles raced to the
scene during the morning rush
hour.
Brian Nurenberg. 37, was
playing indoor tennis two blocks
away when he heard the crash.
"It was a couple of loud sort
of bangs. high in the air," he
said. "It sounded catastrophic,
and that's from two blocks
away."
In the March 15 accident
about 2 miles to the south, con
tractors building a 46-story condominium near the United
Nations were trying to lengthen
the crane when a steel support
broke, killing seven people.
A four-story town house was
demolished and several other
buildings were damaged.
A city inspector resigned
after his arrest on charges of falsifying business records and
offering a false instrument for
filing.
In April, the city's buildings
commissioner resigned, under
fire over a rising number of
deadly construction accidents
that have left more than 26 construction workers dead in the
past year.
Since then, the city has added
extra inspections at building
sites and required that its staff be
on hand whenever the towering
cranes were raised higher. s
process known as a jump. Those
procedures are still being
revised.

this morning.
Rescue crews wore at Me scene of a crane collapse on New Yorks Upper Sat Side
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Govt. investigating
crude-oil market
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal regulators are six
months into a wide-ranging
investigation of U.S. oil markets, with a focus on possible
price manipulation
The Commodity Futures
on
Commission
Trading
Thursday said it started the
probe in December and took the
unusual step of publicizing it
"because of today's unprecedented market conditions."
Crude prices have nsen more
than 42 percent since early
December, even after a decline
of more than $4 to $126.62 a
barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange. Gasoline
prices are nearing a national
average of $4 a gallon, up from
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Secretary of State Rice
enlists in Kiss Army
STOCKHOLM.Sweden(AP)— The Kiss Amiy fan club has an
enthusiastic new recruit: Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice.
In a departure from her normally staid diplomatic duties, Rice
met the legendary glare rock quartet when they happened to share a
hotel in the Swedish capital. Rice was in Stockholm on Thursday for'
an international conference on Iraq. Kiss had a sold-out gig to play
on Friday.
"I was thrilled," Rice said of her late-night
encounter with fronunan Gene Simmons and bandmates Paul Stanley, Eric Singer and Tommy
Thayer in the executive lounge of the Sheraton
Hotel where they signed autographs and handed
out backstage passes and T-shirts to her staff.
"It was really fun to meet Kiss and Gene
Simmons," she told reporters, noting they seemed
well informed about current events. 'The band had
asked if she could stop by after she finished dinner
with the Swedish foreign minister and Rice readily
Rice
agreed. she said.
Simmons and his crew, who are on a European
tour, weren't wearing their trademark stage makeup, but were recognizable as rock stars to even nonfans by their hair, according to State Department
officials who were with Rice.
Rice. a classically trained pianist, said she has
eclectic musical tastes ranging from Beethoven to
Bruce Springsteen. Hard stadium rockers like Kiss
are included in the mix and Rice said her favorite
tune of theirs is "Rock and Roll All Nite."
funmons
But, she conceded she had never seen the group
in concert.
In fact, although she frequently attends classical music performances, Rice claims to have been to only four rock concerts in her life.
The first was in the early 1960s when she went as a 10-year-old to
see Paul Revere and the Raiders in her home state of Alabama.
After her family moved to Colorado. Rice went at the age of 16
went on her first date with an Air Force cadet to see Sinokey
Robinson and the Miracles. She later saw Earth. Wind and Fire in
Denver and her last rock and roll show was a U2 concert in
Washington, she said.

t‘.4

ALN.,

about $3.20 a year ago.
The commission said details
of the investigation rernaio confidential, but announced a handful of other initiatives designed
to increase transparency of U.S.
and international energy futures
markets.
For example, the CM AO
it will immediately requite
monthly reports from institutional investors who manage
funds designed to mimic the
price of crude oil and other energy futures.
The goal, the agency said, is
to identify the amount of such
index trading and to "ensure that
this type of trading activity is
not adversely impacting the
price discovery process."
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COLLEGE
. - FOOTBALL

CARDINALS 3, ASTROS 2

- SEC
coaches
*ant early
.signing
!
period
9-3 VOTE IN
AvoR EARLY
, 'NING PERIOD
ESTIN, Fla. (AP) — The
'ority
of
Southeastern
Clidference football coaches
want an early signing period
similar to the one used in basketball.
The coaches voted 9-3
Wednesday in favor of asking
the league to support an early
signing period proposed for late
November, and presented their
case to SEC athletic directors to
be considered as national legislation.
The proposal would give
Pprep prospects
have not
taken any official visits one
day before the
start of the officialperic ocontactc
o
od
1 to
' 1611111
sign a binding
national letter of
intent.
"I think this is
the best concept
we could have
because it minimizes most concerns," Alabama
111punier
coach
Nick
Saban said. "I'm
for it, but all
coaches
are
paranoid.
They'll have to
go back and
digest this and
*trim
figure out if this
UrDeri
Meyer, is an advantage
Steve Spurrier for this school
and
Bobby or that school.
Peinno were the But
the rule
three coaches would •
De the
who voted no! in
for everyfavor of an early same
.
body."
signing period
A
recent
Football Coaches Association
survey indicated that 70 percent
of its members like the idea of
an early signing period.
SI See SEC, 2B

LOUISVILLE HOOPS

Ailment
ends
Holloway's
career
CENTER DIAGNOSED
• WITH MARFAN
: SYNDROME
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Louisville center Clarence
Holloway has ended his career
after being diagnosed with
Mitrfan syndrome, a genetic disorder marked by lengthened feature% and cardiovascular defects.
:Holloway had hoped to
return to the
Cardinals in the
fall after sitting
out his freshman
year following
open-heart surgery to repair the
wall of his aorta
lowle
and the aortic
valve.
The 7-foot-1 Holloway, who
is from Chicago, will remain
enrolled at Louisville.
Madan syndrome is a disease
of the connective tissue. Patients
typically are tall and lean, with
disproportionately long arms,
legs, fingers and toes, plus a
variety of skeletal, eye, lung and
heart problems. Diagnosed
patients who show signs of aorta
trouble often are told to not
exercise vigorously.
Holloway averaged 15 points
and 10 rebounds at the Chicago
Boy to Men Math and English
Academy in 2(X16 and filed for
the 2006 NBA draft before
removing his name.

JEFF ROBERSON AP

Albert Pujols celebrates after hitting a
solo home run during the sixth inning
against Houston Thursday night in St.
Louis.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Whitney Gardner leaps into the arms of teammates Sam Butts (foreground) and Toree Rogers after Calloway County
secured a 6-3 First Region semifinal victory over Ballard Memorial Thursday evening. Gardner tossed a complete game
for the second consecutive day.

FIRST REGION SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT: CALLOWAY CO. 6, BALLARD MEMORIAL 3

ly Like A Fox

Double
Trouble
PUJOLS, LOHSE
LEAD ST. LOUIS
PAST ASTROS

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Roy Oswalt's
early wildness gave tne St. Louis
Cardinals the edge they needed to finally
beat the Houston Astros' ace.
Chris Duncan's two-run single with
the bases loaded in the first inning capitalized on two walks by Oswalt and provided an early lead over a longtime .
nemesis in a 3-2 victory Thursday night.
Albert Pujols homered while finishing a
6-for-10 series and Kyle Lohse carried a
By TOMMY DILLARD
shutout into the seventh for St. Louis.
Sports Writer
"Obviously, after the first inning you
If First Region hitters were unfamiliar
can
see he got his stuff and got pretty
with Whitney Gardner coming into this
* Csawrie Ceara,
comfortable,"
Pujols said. "When you
week's region tournament, they are now
face a great pitcher like Maddux or
fully acquainted with the sophomore =Co 1, CedIfil Co.0
Zarnbrano or Roy, you need to get those
hurler from Calloway County.
ANSand 3. Grows Co al atrwsan.
guys early."
For the second straight day. Gardner
Eillisseaary
The Cardinals took two of three from
tossed seven innings and pitched the
Calloway Co 4, Rest,2
a team that had tied them for second
eilleed Meow/tat 5, Keener Ca ifS
Lady Lakers to victory in a game they
place in the NL Central after taking the
weren't supposed to win, this time a 6-3
Thefelefey
opener. They have won all three three.
win over Ballard Memorial that put
Calloise) Co e. &MINI Memorial 3
game senes against Houston this sea.son
Plifedeind 2. Marine* Co.0
Calloway in today's First Region champiafter losing the first game, and have won
onship against Reidland.
littsisy
eight of the last II against the Astros
This time, it wasn't a dramatic sevFirst ekspen Championship
overall.
Ce9104411vCo vs Fluelleind
1120 p.m.
enth-inning rally that put the Lady Lakers
Oswalt (4-5) allowed three runs in
over the top, as it did Wednesday against
seven innings, losing to the Cardinals for
Heath, but a five-run fourth in which [Akers one win away from a trip to the
the first time in II starts dating to July
Calloway sent II batters to the plate and state tournament.
"Ever since I've played Calloway
16, 2005. He was 5-0 with a 1.62 ERA in
pushed out seven hits.
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times the previous 10 starts, although he took a
Coupled with Gardner's performance, softball, I've thought about going to
Calloway County third baseman loss in relief just before the All-Star
in which she surrendered two runs in the state," Gardner said. "The first year I
Toree Rogers lines this ball into foul break on July 8, 2006, and fell to 9-6 with
first inning but then pitched five scoreless played 1V. I was in sixth grade and they
a 2.9) ERA for his career against St.
territory during Thursday's win.
frames, it was enough to put the Lady
See SOFTBALL,2B
Louis.
That list does not include two dominant outings in the 2005 NLCS. including the Game 6 clincher in St. Louis in
100, SPURS 92
the final game played at old Busch
Stadium.
He allowed three hits in his last six
innings, including Pujols' 13th homer,
and no more walks like those that haunted him in the first. The Astros have lost
Ut
•
each of his last three starts, and he's 0-2
in that stretch.
"1 was trying to be a little too fine,"
Oswalt said. "I think once I got behind
guys, they weren't going to swing and get
back in the count. I've thrown games like
this, this year."
Lance Berkman hit his 17th homer
It
LOS ANGELES (AP)
leading off the ninth against Ryan
Friday
was exactly a year ago that
Franklin to cut the gap to a run before
Celtics at Piston
Kobe Bryant demanded ,a wham
Franklin retired the next three in order for
7 30 p m TV: ESPN
trade, ultimately saying he d &mew Conics lead 3-2
his fourth save in six chances. The game
prefer playing on Pluto rather
lasted 2:05, tied for third-fastest in the
than return to the Los Angeles Lakers.
majors this season.
But the Lakers kept him, and all parties are delighted
"Berlunan's a great hitter, but there's
with how things worked out.
no way he can hit a three-run homer."
Bryant scored 17 of his 39 points in the fourth quarter, Franklin said. "So what if he hits a home
and the Lakers rallied from an early I7-point deficit to beat run, I'm not going to pitch around him.
the defending NBA champion San Antonio Spurs 100-92 I'm going to go after him.
"You've still got a one-run lead and
on Thursday night and win the Western Conference finals
three outs to get so you've got to bear
in five games.
The Lakers get a week off before opening the NBA down and knot up and get after it."
Carlos Lee hit his 12th homer in the
finals next Thursday night at Boston or Detroit. The Celtics
led the Pistons 3-2 in the Eastern Conference finals enter- seventh for Houston, giving him a major
league-leading 30 RBIs in May and leaving Game 6 on Friday night.
"Feels great," Bryant said. "I think it started for us in ing him one silort of the franchise record
training camp, when there was a lot of talk swirling around. for the month set by Jeff Bagwell in
We were always together, eating together, on the bus, jok- 1996.
Berkman also doubled in four at-bats
ing around together. We built that unity from the first day
and is batting .474 this month 146-for-97)
and we earned that on throughout the season."
KEVORK DJANSEZIAN / AP
Bryant and Shaquille O'Neal teamed up to lead the with nine homers and 22 RBIs. Berkman
L.A.'s Lamar Odom, center, and teammates hold up the
Lakers to three straight championships starting in 2000, but leads the NL with 47 RBIs and Lee is One
Western Conference trophy after beating San Antonio 100-92
O'Neal Was traded a month after they lost to the Pistons in behind, and Berkman is tied for the
in Game 5 of the NBA Western Conference basketball finals
league lead in homers.
Thursday night In Los Angeles.
•See NBA, 28
IN See CARDINALS,28

GARDNER PITCHING LIKE IDOL KALYN Fox AS
LADY LAKERS ADVANCE TO TITLE GAME TODAY
FIIIISLREGION
SCIPTDATI, 101USINAMENT

LAKERS

with the old
L.A. ELIMINATES SPURS TO
EARN FIRST NBA FINALS
BERTH SINCE 2004

Spotas
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NBA PREDRAFT CAMP
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Rose/Beasley: Who's Better?
By TIM REYNOLDS
AP Sports Wnter
ORLANDO, Ha.(AP)-A simple ques• . tints was posed to Michael Beasley and
Derrick Rose.
• Who's better?
• Neither of the presumptive top two picks
in next month's NBA draft took long before
answering, and naturally, their opinions
couldn't have been more different.
"He's way better than me," Rose said.
, "Why would he say that? His team went
.. further in the tournament," Beasley countered.
So even between the two millionaires-inwaiting, the debate continues-and it like
• ly • won't stop until June 26, when the
Chicago Bulls will deliver the only answer
that matters in the quest to decide between
the two one-and-done college stars who'll
' . almost certainly get taken with the first two
• selections in this year's draft. Chicago has
the No. I pick, with the No. 2 pick owned by
the Miami Heat.
Beasley is a forward from Kansas State,
. which reached the NCAA tournament
• thanks in large part to his 26.2 points and
12.4 . rebounds per game. Rose is a point
. guard from Memphis, which fell to Kansas
• in the national title game and went 38-2 with
hitit Some experts say Beasley is certain to
be taken with the No. I overall selection by
the Bulls: others insist that Rose will begin
his pro career playing in the jersey of his
hometown team in Chicago.
As far as the players are concerned, they
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Derrick Rose talks to reporters at the
NBA predraft basketball camp in Lake
Buena Vista, Fla., Thursday.
say not only do they not know their fate yet,
hut it really doesn't matter, either.
"I would love to be No. 1, but if not, then
No. 2 isn't that bad,- Rose said. "I know a
lot of people who would love to be No. 2.
For me to be tight there, I'd be happy."
Relatively benign and anything-but-controversial statements like those were the
order of the day Thursday, when Beasley
and Rose made their first formal appearances at the NBA's predraft camp. Both
were exempted by the league front taking
part in the four days of drills and scrimmages at the Disney complex near Orlando,
although they are expected to be present
Friday for physical evaluations.
Among the tests awaiting Friday: A Stan-
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And in Beasley's case, that could mean
he stands to lose out on being the No. 1
overall selection by a matter of inches.
Listed as 6 feet 10 in the NBA's official
draft guide, Beasley doesn't appear to stand
that tall. Some onlookers surrounding his
table in a hotel ballroom Friday surmised
that he could be as short as 6 feet 7. While
that still makes him a mountain of a man by
conventional standards, in the NBA, height
remains a premium commodity.
"I thought I was 6-9. I heard 6-7. In college I was 6-10. I might have grown an inch,
maybe," Beasley said. "I didn't know there
was a height requirement for the NBA."

•Softball
From Page 1B
• won state (in 2004). Ever since
then, I've wanted to be like
Kalyn Fox and go to state."
With a win over Reidland
" today, Gardner can try to step
into the shoes of Fox, the Lady
Laker pitcher who tossed her
:'2004 Calloway squad to state
gloty.
, If the Lady Lakers do manage to keep the underdog magic
going against the 29-5 Lady
' Greyhounds, Gardner won't be
the only player who'll be step- pnig into the shoes of her softball idol.
The year 2004 is no distant
memory for this team eager to
etch its name into Calloway's
softball legacy. Most of them
' were in middle school when the
:titie.was won.
Especially for senior Sam
.' Butts, whose one-out single
down the left field line delivered
die fifth and final run in
. Calloway's big fourth inning,
it's always been a day late and a
dollar short.
"When I moved here, they
were defending state champs
and I was like, 'Wow, I'm just a
year late,- she said. "But it
would be nice to end my career
having visited the state level in
softball and basketball."
Butts' fourth inning hit
served as a microcosm of sorts
for the Lady Lakers. For a team
that has struggled to drive in
runs all season, the offensive
surge has come seemingly out of
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THE GREAT DEBATE
RAGES ON AS THE TWO
STILL PONDER WHAT WILL
HAPPEN ON DRAFT NIGHT
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Thursday's Oran
Toronto 12. Oakland 0
Chicago White Sox 5, Tampa Bay 1
Minnesota 5, Kansas City 1
Frlday's Games
Boston Medan 5-4) al Baltimore
(D.Cabrers 5-11.606 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 5-3) at
Twnpe Bay (Shields 4-3), 6:10 p.m
Oakland (Duchscherer 4-3) at Texas
(Millwood 2-3), 705 p.m.
Cleveland (Lee 7-1) at Kansas City
(Macho 3-7), 7-10 p.m.
N Y Yankees (Musalna 7-4) at
Minnesota (Peddris 2-1), 7:10 p.m.
Toronto(McGowan 3-4) at L.A Angels
(../er Weaver 4-5), 9.05 pm
Detroit (Robertson 2-5) at Seattle (S(Iva
3-4).910 pm
Saturday's Games
Detroit (Coriander 2-7) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 2-5), 2:55 pm
Chicago WNW Sox (Vazquez 5-3) at
TamPil Bay fkazmii 4-1), 5 10 p m
Boston (Lester 3-31 at Baltimore (Olson
4-1), 8-05 p.m
N 1' Yankees(Wang 6-2) at Minnesota
(Bons*,2-6), 6.10 pm.
Cleveland (Sibethe 3-8) at Kansas
City (Davies 0-0). 6'10 p m
Oakland (Blanton 3-6) at Texas
(Feldman 1-2), 705 p to
Toronto (Marcum 5-3) at LA Angels
(Lackey 1-1), 8:05 p.m.
Sunday's Goma
Boston at Baltimore. 12.35 pm
Chicago While Sox at Tamps Bay.
12-40 p.m
N.Y Yankees at Minnesota, 1 10 p to
Cleveland at Kansas City, 1.10 p.m
Oaidand at Texas, 2:05 p.m.
Toronto at LA. Angela, 2:36 p.m
Detroit at Seattle, 510 p.m
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Thursday's Games
Atlanta 8. Milwaukee 1
San Diego 5 Washington 2
N V Metya L A Dodgers 4
Pittsburgh 7 Cincinnati 2
Chicago Cubs 8. Colorado 4
St. Louis 3. Houston 2
San Francisco 4. Arizona 3
Friday's Gimes
Colorado (Cook 7-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Lilly 5-4) 120 p.m
Florida (Hendrickson 7.2) at
Philadelphia (Myers 2-6), 605 p.m
L.A Dodgers (Kershaw 0-0) at N.V.
Meta (Maine 5-4), 6 10 p.m
Atlanta (Glavine 2-2) at Cincinnati
(Volquez 7-2), 6:10 p.m
Houston (Backe 4-5) al Milwaukee
(Parra 2-21 7.05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Duke 2-3) at St. Louis
(Wellerneyer 5-1), 7 15 p.m.
Washington (Redding 8-3) at Anzona
(Owings 6-2), 8.40 p to
San Diego (Maddox 3-4) at San
Francisco (Cain 2-3). 915 p.m.
Saturday's Gimes
Colorado (Undecided) at Chicago Cubs
(Dempster 6-2), 12 05 p rn
LA. Dodgers (Billingsley 4-6) at N
Wets (Palfrey 2-8). 2.55 p.m
Atlanta (Jun)ens 5-3) at Cincinnati
(Belisle 1.4). 2:55 pm
San °test°(Banks 1-0) at San
Francisco (Misch 0-1). 105 p.m
Houston (Moaner 2-1) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 5-1). 6 05 pm.
Florida (Nolasco 4-3) at Philadellltnu
(Harnels 5-3). 605 p to
PrItabungh (Maharn 2-5) at Si Louis
(Reyes 1-11 6 15 p m
Washington (Bergmann I-1) at Anzona
(Webb 9-2). 7.10 p.m
Sunday's Gams
Atlanta at Cincinnati, 12:15 p.m
Florida at Philadelphia. 12:35 p or
Houston at Milwaukee. 105 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Sr Louis. 1'15 p.m
Colorado at Chicago Cubs, 1.20 pm.
San Diego at San Francisco, 305 p.rn
Weshinglon at Arizona. 3:10 p m.
LA. Dodgers at N.Y Melts 7 10 p m

•SEC

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Lady Laker second baseman Karlee Wilson prepares to receive a throw as Ballard Memorial's
Molly Hargrove slides during the first inning of Thursday's game. Hargrove was out on the play
but Ballard plated two runs in the top of the first.

nowhere.
"We're fortunate it's started
The six runs Calloway scored happening here at a good time,"
Thursday were the most they've head coach James Pigg said.
manufactured since a 9-1 win "We've spent an awful lot of
over Hopkinsville on April 29, time on hitting, probably more
exactly one month ago.
than we ever have as a team.
The Lady Lakers' big fourth
"Going into the season we
inning gave the team something knew that was going to be the
it hasn't enjoyed a lot of this big thing for us. We thought we
year -- a multiple-run cushion could play defense and we knew
in a game against a region foe.
our pitchers were going to do a
good job. We just had to score
runs, had to get them some
help."
Calloway started the fourth
with three consecutive singles
and plated two runs to tie the
game on Karlee Wilson's double
down the right field line.
Fox
followed
Brittany
Wilson's double with a line
dnve single to left field. scoring
another run. After Kayla
Cunningham was hit by a pitch
to load the bases, Tome Rogers
dropped a bloop single into nght
field, scoring Calloway's fourth
run of the inning with still no
outs.
Butts delivered her single
after lead-off batter Jackie
Metcalf struck out, making the
score 5-2.
The Lady Lakers added
another insurance run in the fifth
on a Fox double to left center
that scored senior Meagan
Starks from first base. Fox led
the team at the plate, going 2for-3 with 2 RBI and a run
scored.
Calloway took a 6-2 lead into
the seventh inning, but had to
weather a small Lady Bomber
rally that began with two outs in
the final frame.
Aft,er Gardner retired the first
two hitters, Molly Hargrove singled to keep the inning alive and
Candice Draper reached on a
ground ball that should have
ended the game but instead
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bounced oft of Wilson's glove at
second base.
Pitcher Alexis Rodgers then
doubled down the left field line,
scoring Hargrove. Allic Sills
stepped to the plate as the tying
run, but was struck out by
Gardner to put the wraps on a
Calloway victory.
Gardner surrendered three
runs on eight hits and struck out
five Lady Bombers over seven
innings.
Ashton Futrell threw a
bullpen session early in the
game and was ready to relieve
Gardner when needed. But Pigg
decided to stick with his starter,
saving Futrell for an outing in
this afternoon's championship
game.
"She was ready at any second, but as tong as Whitney was
rolling, we figured we'd just
save her for tomorrow night and
be that much better off," Pigg
said.
Even the Lady Lakers themselves seemed a little incredulous at the turn their season has
taken after dropping the district
championship game to Marshall
County.
Wednesday's quarterfinal
matchup against Heath was the
worst tournament draw the team
could have received. But
Gardner's masterful pitching
and the team's revived offense
have the Lady Lakers staring at
a championship matchup with
Reidland, just the way it was in
2004.
"We didn't think we'd even
survive the first one (against
Heath)," Butts laughed. "We
thought we might get run-ruled
at that, hut it's good to see that
we're winning and still winning.
Hopefully tomorrow we can get
to state."

From Page 18
With more prospecis committing earlier, 1...SU coach Les
Miles said he could be able to
sign as many as 15 to 20 players
on the early day, freeing his staff
to spend more time recruiting
and evaluating the remaining
prospects.
"It's the only thing that
makes any sense,- Miles said.
Mississippi State's Sylvester
Cmom,chairman of the football
coaches, said he believes the
one-day period would be a positive for college football. particularly the prospects.
"We'd like to have it, but we
do not want to change the
recruiting cycle or the recruiting

culture," he said.
Mississippi coach Houston
Nutt said it would remove the
concern of coaches trying to
sway players committed to other
schools.
"If a kid knows what he
wants to do, then let him sign
early," Nutt said. "You don't
want to add a visit. You don't
want to add contacts.... He's on
the dotted line and he's done,
instead of a coach trying to
guard the chicken and make sure
nobody steals the eggs."
The three coaches voting
against the proposal were
Florida's Urban Meyer, South
Carolina's Steve Spurrier and
Arkansas' Bobby Petrino.

•Cardinals
From Page 113
Lohse (5-.21 opened with six
scoreless innings for the second
straight start. Lee homered to
straightaway center on the first
pitch of the seventh to cut the
gap to 3-1. Lohse was yanked
after Hunter Pence followed
with a single, allowing five hits
and a walk.
"You get that deep and your
team's got the lead, you can't
argue with bringing in the
bullpen," Lohse said. "You
don't feel bad handing off
there.'
Oswalt was allowed to bat
with the Astros trailing 3-1 and a
runner on second with two outs
in the seventh, a big vote of confidence from manager Cecil
Cooper, who said after the game
"He's pitching well and he's my
ace.- That Oswalt had thrown
only 79 pitches also factored
into the decision, but then
Cooper pulled him after a scoreless seventh.
Duncan's two-run single
capped a two-out rally in the
first. Pujols singled, Oswalt
walked Ryan Ludwick and Troy
Glaus on four pitches each, and
he alternated between a windup
and the stretch position during
the Duncan at-bat.
Pujok' 13th homer tied
Ludwick for the team lead, leading off the sixth to make it 3-0.
He's a career .314 hitter(22-for-

70) against Oswalt with four
homers and nine RBIs. Oswalt
has been bothered by a hip
injury at times this season.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED 81
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TV, radio
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
SPEED -. NASCAR. Sara Cup, pole
qualifying for Best Buy 400. at Dover.
Del
7:30 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Craftsman Truck
Sense AAA Insurance 200 at Dover
Del (same-day tape)
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2- World Series game 5
learns TBA. at Oklahoma City
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour, Memonal
Tournament second round. at Dublin
Ohio
530 p.m.
TGC - Champions Tour. Principal
Charity Classic forst round. al West
Des Manes. Iowa (same ,day tape)
10:30 p.m.
TGC - LPGA. Ginn Tdbute second
round at Charleston. S C. (came-day
tape)
NBA BASKETBALL
730 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs. Eastern ConMrence
fina(s, game 6. Boston at Detroit (if
necessary)
TENNIS
2 p.m.
ESPN2 -- French Open early round.
at Paris Mame-day tape)
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Burl
Inman hoisting a cross beam
up to a roof he is building on
a new house in a new subdivision on Irvin Cobb Road. He
works for Faulkner Construction.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Tim Adams of Washington,
D.C., native of Murray. will be
the speaker at the 71st Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce dinner meeting
on June 2 at the Murray State
University Curns Center ball-

40 years ago
The Murray State University Board of Regents has set
June 20 as the date to sound
out public sentiment regarding
a plan to discontinue grades 712 of the University Laboratory School.
Robert Wilson. administrator
of Murray Hospital, has resigned
to accept a position as assistant director of hospital and
administration coordinator of
clinic research center at Vanderbilt University Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. He is being
succeeded by .1 Field MontBirths reported include a boy goniery • to become hospital
Iii Selina and Herman Shelton. administrator here on June 10.
May 26.
50 years ago
20 years ago
The general store of Mrs.
Published is a picture of Adolph McGee and family in
Tammie Jones, Chad Young and the Penny community was
Stephanie Treas, graduates of destroyed b.; fire this morning
Eastwood Christian School. Dr. about 2:30. Members of the
Lynn Mayall, pastor, was speak- Calloway County Fire Rescue
er at the commencement exer- Squad and a truck from the
cise on May 29.
Murray
Fire
Department
Bradley M. Haley and Billy answered the call.
D. Burcham of the Murray Police
Lucy Lilly, advisor, and memDepartment graduated from 400- bers, Wanda Taylor and Peggy
hour training course at the Ken- Cleaver, of the Almo High
tucky Department of Criminal School Chapter of the Future
Justice Training of Kentucky Jus- Homemakers of America will
tice Cabinet at Eastern Ken- attend the meeting of the Kentucky University. Richmond.
tucky Future Homemakers of
30 years ago
America to be held in BowlU.S. Congressman Carroll ing Green June 9-11.
Hubbard announced that the city
60 years ago
of Murray was awarded a grant
Murray Training School, labof $3,788 by the United States oratory school for Murray State
Environmental
Protection College, will have graduation
Agency for waste water treat- exercises for 36 seniors with
ment work construction.
the MSC commencement exerMurray High School Dou- cises on May 31. Jacqueline
bles Tennis Team of Robyn Sharbrough is valedictorian and
Burks and Candy Jackson won
Marton Copeland is salutatoriFirst Region Girls Doubles Ten- an of the MTS graduating class.
nis Championship and will
McCoy Tarry, basketball
advance to the state tournament coach at Brewers High School,
in Lexington.
has accepted the position of
Births reported include a boy
head basketball coach at Memto Mr. and Mrs. Amos E. Brown, phis State University, Memphis,
May 23.
Tenn.

Autograph hound is curious
breed to puzzled bystander
ABBY:
DEAR
Please
answer a question that has me
perplexed Why do people col
lect autographs?
I do not understand the need
for a collection of signatures,
regardless of how famous -or infamous
-- the person may be
I have never
had the need
to brag or
show proof
that
encountered
"someone
In fact. I feel
it's a breach
of a person's
By Abigail
privacy to
Van Buren
approach
and ask for
a signature.
realize
that some may colI
lect autographs for their monetary value, but what's the reasoning behind it? Book signings, I get. Movie posters, promotional items, baseball cards
and sports memorabilia. I get.
But I don't understand adults
(and
sometimes
children)
approaching someone famous
and asking them to sign something.
Can you explain what's the
big deal? -- NO AUTOGRAPH
HOUND, PONTOTOC, MISS.
DEAR NO AUTOGRAPH
HOUND: While I can't speak
for every autograph collector.
I suspect that many people ask
for autographs because it provides them an opening to speak
to someone whose work they
admire or whom they think is
attractive. And most celebrities -- although not all -- enjoy
having that kind of contact
with their fans.

Dear Abby

TodstiOnMstory
By 'Fbe Assoclatzd Press
Today is Friday. May 30. the
151st day of 2008 There are 215
days kft in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 30, 1958, unidentified American service members
killed in World War Ii and the
Korean War were interred in the
Tomb of the Unknowns at Arlington National Cemetery.
On this date:
In 1431, Joan of Arc, condemned as a heretic, was burned
at the stake in Rouen, France.
In 1854, the temtories of
Nebraska and KAMA.% were established.
In 1883, 12 people were trampled to death when a rumor that
the recently opened Brooklyn
Bridge was in imminent danger
of collapsing triggered a stainIn 1908. "the man of a thoui3.ark 13 le

El LIU

sand voices,- Mel Blanc, was born
in San Francisco.
In 1911, Indianapolis saw its
first long-distance auto race; Ray
Harroun was the winner.
In 1922, the Lincoln Memorial was dedicated in Washington
by President Harding, Chief Justice William Howard Taft and
Robert Todd Lincoln
In 1937, 10 people were killed
when police fired on steelworkers demonstrating near the Republic Steel plant in South Chicago
In 1943, American forces
secured the Aleutian island of Attu
from the Japanese during World
War II.
In 1971, the American space
probe Mariner 9 blasted off from
Cape Kennedy, Fla., on a journey to Mars.
In 1986, 21 elderly passengers
were killed when a tow bus went
out of control on a mountain road

Friday, May 31, MSS.38

and plunged into the Walker River
near the California-Nevada border.
Ten years ago, Northern
Afghanistan was rocked by a powerful earthquake believed to have
killed up to 5,000 people. A tornado tore through Spencer, S.D..
killing six people. Pakistan set off
another nuclear blast.
Five years ago: President Bush
left for a weeklong tour of Europe
and the Middle East. The U.N.
Security Council unanimously
authorized the deployment of a
French-led international force in
northeastern Congo, the scene of
ethnic fighting.
One year ago: The Taliban
claimed responsibility Sir shooting down a Chinook helicopter over
southern Afghanistan, killing five
U.S. soldiers. a Canadian and a
Briton.

•••

DEAR ABBY: I have been
seeing "Kevin" for two years.
I love him very much. But when
we are at home together I
have to beg to make him hug
or kiss me.
I know he loves me; he
Just doesn't like affection. In
the past, girlfriends have broken up with him over this.
Abby, I need more physical contact! Is this normal, or is there
something wrong? -- ('RAVING IN DENVER
DEAR CRAVING: It's not
normal. While some men are
more affectionate than others,
you should not have to "beg"
for
affection.
Eventually
Kevin's behavior will make
you begin to question your
attractiveness.
Please understand that you
cannot change another person.
If this is how you want to
live the rest of your life, keep
seeing Kevin. If not, take a
clue from his former girlfriends
and find someone who can
give you the affection you
crave.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have a relative who is spoiled, immature, disrespectful to her parents and has done nothing productive in her life. I have spent
time with this person because
I had to; however. I do not
love her. The fact is, I don't
even like her.
My question is, what would
I say to someone who asks
me if I love that relative?
What can I say that is not
hurtful -- but not lie either? - PERPLEXED IN PENNSYLVANIA
PERPLEXED"
DEAR
Frankly, I find it odd and
somewhat intrusive that someone would ask you that question. However, if you are confronted, be honest (up to a
point) and say that although
you are related, you are not
close. Then change the subject.
DEAR
ABBY:
Your
response to "Livonia. Mich.,
Reader" (April
27) was
ALMOST correct. Please allow
me to clarify.
Every law school graduate
is awarded a J.D. (Juns Doctor) regardless of his/her performance on the bar exam.
However, only graduates who
PASS the bar exam can be
called Esquire (Esq.) Simply
put, J.D. is the degree; Esq.
is the qualification to practice
law. -- STELLA SALMEN,
FORMER LEGAL SECRETARY
DEAR STELLA: I had
relied on my dictionary for
the answer to that question.
Thank you for educating me
-- to a "degree."

DEAR DR. (;OTT: Are
generic prescription drugs from
India safe to use''
DEAR READER: Outsourcing is all too common today,
whether we are talking about a
pair of rubber boots or something as critical as cardiac medication
India
has
more
facilities
making
drugs
and
drug ingredients for the
American
consumer
than
any
other foreign
By
nation today.
Dr. Peter Gott
The Food
Drug
and
Administration is responsible for
ensuring the safety of all drugs
made for American use regardless of where they were manufactured. However, during the
past seven years, the FDA has
conducted just 200 inspections
at plants in both India and China.
and many of those inspections
were done with prior notice. As
a comparison, 1,222 qualityassurance inspections were made
in U.S. manufacturing plants in
2007. In the United States, the
FDA performs spot inspections
without advance notice. This
keeps pharmaceutical companies
on their toes more than they
would be with advance notice.
The FDA claims they are unaware
of any health issues caused by
drugs imported from India, but
it also acknowledges that it would
be impossible to determine
whether contamination or poor
quality causes some patients to
get sicker or remain ill.

Dr.Gott

India is currently prcidgcmg
both finished drugs and drug
ingredients for more than 350
types and strengths of heart medicines, antibiotics and antidepressants. Just 10 years ago.
they were responsible for only
eight. This is largely because
of cost Americans want cheaper drugs, and these countries
can make them for much less
than
U.S.-based companies.
While most of these manufacturers provide high-quality products and ensure they meet FDA
requirements, some companies
are less than honest. No matter
where production occurs, counterfeit drugs are a problem. However, in India and China, this
nsk is increased simply because
someone is out to make a quick
buck.
The FDA needs to increase
its overseas inspections (without notice to the plant). 'This is
the only way to be sure that
U.S. importers and consumers are
receiving high-quality products.
Several organizations an the
United States and abroad are
urging the FDA to increase foreign inspections. If a foreign
manufacturer in on the up-andup, he should have no concerns.
This will not only provide peace
of mind to consumers, but it
will help weed out the "bad
guys."
I recommend that anyone who
wants the FDA to take greater
responsibility write or e-mail the
organization to express their
opinions. Perhaps if enough
Americans come forward, we
can achieve change.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Consumer
Tips on Medicines."

CootractBridge
You are the dealer, neither side points, with the unbid suits stopped.
vulnerable, and base opened One
The doubleton diamond king is
Heart. Your partner has responded treated as a stopper, because if the
Two Clubs. What would you now bid suit is led by your left-hand oppowith each of the following four nent, the king is sure to take a trick.
hands'?
A rebid of two noinunp over two
I.•A6 II AKJ93•63•A1084
clubs would show a lesser hand of 13
2.•AQ4•KQ987•K5 A62
or 14 points.
3.•84•AK732•().14•A105
3. Three clubs. You cannot rebid
4.•7•AQ643•A175•AQ9
two notrump, since you have no
spade stopper, so the remaining
•••
1. Four clubs. There should he lit- choices are two hearts and three
tle doubt at this point that there is a clubs. In general, a is best to avoid
game in the combined hands. The rebidding a five-card suit when
only remaining question is whether another option C1(103. and here timersthere might tie a slam. Partner's two- is no reason not to raise partner's
club response can he !rased on as lit- suit, which will usually be at least
tle as 10 points. but he also may have five cards in length. If partner next
considerably more.
returns to three hearts, you plan to
Although you have the values for a bid four hearts; if he bids three
direct five-club bid, this action is not notnunp, you will pima, and if he
recommended because it cramps the bids three spades, y ou will bid three
bidding space. Partner should he left nomunp
room to investigate both small- and
4. No diamonds. Here the suit in
grand-slam possibilities.
which the hand will play best is in
the
Thus,
four-club hid permits considerable doubt. as is the level of
partner to cuebid four diamonds, in the final contract.
which case you can next hid four
Fly bidding two diamonds (forcspades to show the ace. or four ing) now, and supporting clubs vignotrump to check for aces and kings. orously nest, the excess over a mini2. Three ',wrung. With tit points mum opening bud will be suitably
facing partner's 10-plus points, the
pictured to partner. The singleton
notrump game should be undertaken spade will he implied at the sane
at once. The jump to three notrump time, and may prove to be the key to
pnimiscs a balanced hand of 18 or 19 reaching a good slam.
tomorrow: thinking things through

Crosswords
ACROSS
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with four
Bls. Oswalt
by a hip
eason.

G., A Ft F"I ti.Coci=.3

1 Psstl
4 Fashion
accessory
7 Mendicant's
shout
11 Water in Baia
13 Santa — winds
14 Downtown
Chicago
15 Tasty tubers
16 San Francisco
hill
17 Paper toy
Wash-and
-wear
18
fabric
20 Burnt out
21 Si. to Maurice
22 Run a fever
23 "Rob Roy'
author
26 Luxury tuts
30 Eliminate
31 Sitcom alien
32 Triumphant cry
33 In a perfect
world
36 Wanderer

38 Rival
39 Southeast
Asian
40 Goolagong rival
43 — counter
46 Zhivago s love
47 Point a weapon
48 Sacred image
50 Where Anna
taught
51 Ziegfeld
nickname
52 Round building
53 Gambling stake
54 Vacation
acquisition
55 Lone Star guy

PEANUTS(P)
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9 tiny particle
10 Zipped along
12 Neckwear
19 Wheel track
20 Newsman
-- Lehrer
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MOO BOYD
LIIMWORO BOUNED
BMW
ODOM
FiUi UUM00
[WOO @ORM
WMalu
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MQ
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Feed for horses
Victorian oath
Arizona city
Vietnam capital
Prolific auth
Computer key
It turns litmus
blue
8 Burglar's key'
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DOWN

BALL

Poixtpal
I at West

Are drugs from
abroad safe?

,

1
1

17
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DONT FOLLOW ME!
I'M RUNNING AWAY
FROM POME!

isL
'Era
ip
- m II 1 'II
-

rei
l

22 Kennel sound
23 Mr in Bombay
24 England s FBI
25 Sonnet kin
26 A Miss
America host
27 Velvety
surface
28 Codgers
queries
29 Answer
31 Man brew
34 Ski-lodge
shape (hyph 1
35 Realty offering
36 Moo goo --pan
37 Hindu mystics
39 Dud
40 Joy Adamson
lioness
41 Like
a peacock
42 Latin I verb
43 River
or monster
44 Shorten
an articti
45 Bit part
47 Near the stern
49 Doh salmon
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
intormation do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Digital Cable. High-Speed Internet.
Telephone. From One Source.

NEW?./AVE
DIRECT SALES REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED
NewWave Communications is currently seeking a self-motivated indi,
vidual to fill the position of Direct Sales Representative for our Murray.
KY location
Responsibilities:
•Sell cable and communication solutions to assigned areas by promoting the features, benefits and value of NewWave Communications
products and services
•Speak in public forums
• Deal directly with potential and existing customers
•Possess good communication and public relation skills

(eif
Help Vilseled
ACCOUNTING clerk
Payroll. A/P, A/R. Excel
experience a must.
Willingness to learn.
Pleasant personality.
Call 276-436-2798 ask
for Lorraine.
BP Truck stop has
openings for
Fuel
Desk
Customer
S er vice
Representative and
Full•timo
Maintenance Person
Customer service representative must be
able to provide outstanding
customer
service and ability to
maintain clean, customer triendly environment
Maintenance
position requires valid
DL and dependable
ir an.portation.
Responsibilities
include lot, building.
and light equipment
maintenance.
Max
Fuel offer s competitive
pay, paid vacation after
one year employment
ance401K plan. If interested •please apply di
person at BP Truck
Stop, .2185 US Hwy
641111. OE,

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
at our classifieds
webpage at
muirayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to iobrierwmi som
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website not all loungs
on the phoetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Lodger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you
DO iiitiinvs working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
tor you Full erne and
part time positions
avertable.
AP0Iti at
Wee Care
logs. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
iourneymen painters
Must have 4-years propainting
fessional
Position
experience
includes benefit plan
Health
including
Retirement & paid
vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer
HELP- Wan-Md, Office
Assistant for a position
Murray.
in
KY.
Computer and clencal
skills a must Pay cornmensu ate on additional skies Frill-time posiBenefits
tion enly
include vacation and
health
insurance
Apply in person at 901
Arcadia Circle or eresume
mail
to
John C wardenelectic.c
om

[Rom,

Waned

Clualtfications:
e Self-motivated
•Attention to detail
• Professional attitude and appearance
•Identify, qualify, and develop positive, professional relationships with
prospective clients
•Team Player
• Good organization skills
• Good communicatien skills
• Previous sales expenence preferred

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
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NewWave Communications will provide base salary plus commission
and an excellent benefits package.
Pad vacation, neat', insolence sick pay. 401k, paid holidays, Boating
holiday and other benefits avaitabist
,
INTERESTED APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT
A RESUME & COVER LETTER TO:

0

Kimberly Hooker
el Montgomery Plaza, 4th Floor Sikeston, MO 63801
Kt-looker0nerovevecom.com / 573-472-9502 (fax)
DATE POSTED: 06/12/08
DATE CLOSED: 011/13/08

Workforce Services Specialist
The Purchase Area Development Distncf IS
seeking an individual to promote
Workforce Investment Act services at the
Murray Career Discovery Center. A bachelor's degree is requwed for this entry-level.
grant funded position The ideal condiCipte will have experience in case management. career counseling, and computer based reporting. Send cover and
resume to PADD, Attn: Human Services
Director. PO Box 588. Mayfield. KY 42066
The PADD is on E0E/AA/ADA employer.

HELP WANTED
REt:ISTEREI) NURSES
The Puithase District Health Department is seeking
qualified applicants for a Local Health Nurse I for
the School Nurse Program. Calloway County Duties
include. but not limited to, providing. mununizanuns,& schoal physicals This is a non-benefit posi
non Hours of work will be less than 1200 hours per
year
Education, at least
from an accredited
nursing Current
Kentucky Board of

an Associate degree or diploma
college, university. or school of
active RN license from the
Nursing

Salary based on entry-level hourly wage 01 $1407
Applications may be secured at any area Purchase
District Health Center Pre-employment screening
required Transcopts and copies at RN license
MUST accompan applications and must he
received by he end cif business on Jane III. 2008
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

4figgizaBrethaven of Benton now has full-time position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment Must he able to work days, afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at
Brathaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton,
KY No phone calls please E0E/AAE

First Steps Service Coordinator
Responsible tor the provision of services to
developmentally delayed and at risk infants and
toddlers from birth through two years of age and
their families
OUALIFICATIONS- Bachelors degree in human
service field. 2 years experience with ages birth
through five, a valid KY drivers license and safe
record, must also pass background check. Send
resume to: Anne Thurman, HR Dirador. Four
Rivers Behavioral Heatth, 425 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled. EOE

SONIC oft Murray Is
looking for experl
*need
Restauran
Manager. Pay rate
benefits wit
and
depend on expert
once. Pleas. send
resume
to:
Restaurant Manager,
1542 Caldwell Rd,
leirray, KY 42071,
IMMEDIATE OPENreGS lull-time, train•
mg provided. must lee
dependable.
pay
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person.
Signmasters, E1503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealingi
HR assistant- orgirnized, computer literate,
extremely good interpersonal skills to work
for a rapidly growing
company Start immediately Call Lorraine
270-436-2798
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phones calla.
PART-TIME help needed Must be able to
work weekends Apply
in person at Guano's
between 2.00-4:00pm
SOMEONE to mow.
rake and Square bails
14
Approximately
acres 270-474-0727
EDUCATION Abroad
Advisor. !nstitute for
International Studies,
State
Murray
University. Full time.
one-year professional
employment appointment with benefits
Ou•lifIcatIone:
Bachelor's degree and
participation in a study
experience
abroad
required Must have
effective communication skills both oral and
wntten. working knowledge of
Microsoft
Office Suite (Word,
Excel. Access), the
ability to multitask and
possess strong organizational skills and

SCRAP
CARS

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

I , t11.1111it
.,1)c))
roon, 1(111,tn,c,11;11)1,
\
(101,1 1 t't (A11(1.1(11('

Murro Ludger &
1001 Whittle!! Ave.
Murray. KY

Requirements:
• Current drivers' license
•Good driving record
•Pre-employment drug screen
• Provide MVIR
• Must have owe vehicle and auto insurance

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel Opereng and
closing lee included.
(479)244-5969.
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5662
COMPLETE Sand N
Sun Easy set pool
18x4ft
$275 obo.
Walmart new 5399,
270-759-4209.

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

1998 Patriot. 16x80,
32311, 2batti, vinyl
siding, 2x6 wails,
excellent condition.
(270)489-2525

2BR& 36R apartments
available. Great loca
lion. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905

2 BR, 2 BA, kitchen
appliances.
w/d,
55.700 753-9477

3-8. 4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark

2001 16x80 Clayton
MH, 3-Bedroom, 2Beth, W/Approx 1 acre,
new landscaping, 2-car
carport. 12x16 outbuilding, remodeled
inside last year. front
porch and back deck,
very clean 759.9362
EASY QUALIFY- Do
you own or have
access to lande Zero
down on a new Clayton
home
FREE
APPROVAL 731-511411429.

4
6

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for 1.,PN's
We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy IS
Benton. KY 42025

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best Me county ruts
Cat Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
_(270)227-2193

To awe
Mother of two seeks to
rent 3 bedroom farm
hoarse within 20 miles
of Murray for $300$400 monthly. Call
270-991-2003.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANE IS
WARD E !KILNS

Fortiskings

Need furniture?
We sell new &

used.

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653
Modern Norwalk sofa
with chaise Camel and
off white colored. good
,-.onclition 753-3974
ann EquIpiasat
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
Backhoes. used Case
580SL, 580SM. others.
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock Standar° & mini
excavators.
36-42'
Skytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/air 1400hr
new
UC $64.900.
Wanda Sdow 731-3633680

1 oi 2 BR apartments
No pets? Please leave
message
270-7531970
1 OR 2br apts, near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1 -BR
APPLIANCES
included. Partial utilities paid $300 per mo
752-0466

384BR, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman HE 753-9898

38R house, C/H/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606.
761-3694.
3 BR. 2 SA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

Cornerstone
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services mailable

Call 761-7355
...i.staiteartastr
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom:
unfurnished (5345). All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
Available 5/1/08. 7595385 or 293-7065

2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

SMALL 1BR. nonsmoking apt upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo 753-5980

4 BR
newly
hardw
to MI
Ave.
month

BEAU
Bedro
dryer,
smoke
wood
603 V
226-8(

BEAU
home
2.5 Di
in re
Call
5701.
NICE
C/H/A
fresh
1522
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MOTORCYCLE
helmets. jackets, &
saddlebags Jerry's
Sporting Goods,
Mayfield

I Check

Money Order

Visa
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Ham For Sale]
Name

1989 14x70 Northern,
2 Br, 2 Ba, furnished,
porches
included.
$6,000 after 5 00
(270)436-5701

2 BF
kitche
floors,
attach
pets.
$475
293-3;

0
.
1

JD 600 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500 Tobacco
sticks, 15 each Can
deliver.
(502)550-4080

'•*OWNER Finance***
3BR, 28A, near lake.
6058 Dunbar Rd, New
$3,950
Concord.
$495/month
down.
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729

VERY
BA w
20th
month

3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR Duplex with
carport 753-7457
227-3054

2 BR, W/D, quiet, no
pal
pets.
$255
month 293-6970.

REA
(he
Stan
Brin

ToWnhOUS435

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Ages
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD P1-800-648-6056

1BR, 411-1/2 S 8th
St.. $265/mo security 474-2520

with
Ann
Info
is ni

12701348-0458

Realty & Reatal

(270) 153 1713
knowledge of website
AMANDA'S
Home
maintenance The will
Daycare has opening
in her home Small
ingress and ability to
travel nationally and
daycare at a great
Internationale,
is
home
environment
required Minimum of
Auto bond accepted
one year experience in
Please call 270-293study abroad office or
5212 or 270-753-7031
U.S university setting
-CLEANING houses 26
preferred
years experience.
Responsibilities:
270-759-9553
Serve as the pnmary
advisor
for
study
HOME cleaning
abroad programs This
servrtes 227 7129
includes advising students with program
If you would like a
selection, application
weekly house cleanprocessing and scholing. please call me.
arship
assistance. (270)767-1636.
Responsible
for
recruitment and marketing for all study
abroad program: communication and assistance with students
while abroad Assist
with integration of
American and international
students.
WILL set with elderly in
Coordinate and implehome, nursing home,
ment special events
or hospital. Will also do
conducted
by
the
house cleaning 753Institute
for
7129. 210-4173
Inter ational Studies,
serve as Fulbright
advisor for the student
program and maintain
Salary:
website
MOM COMPUTERS
Minimum
$26,000
Service/Sales
Application Deadline:
teepees/Um odes
June 13. 2008. To
759.3556
apply: Send a letter of
application
resume
and two reference letIrflsSiiy
ters
to
Search
Committee
Chair.
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
Institute
for
753-3633
International Studies,
Murray
State
BUYING
University, 165 Woods
Junk cars, trucks and
Hall,
KY
Murray,
tractors 436-5235.
42071
Women and 227-6004
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray BUYING old US Coin
Paying
State University is an collections
Blue Book value 293equal education and
employment opportuni- 6999
ty, M/F/D/. 4.4 employCASH paid- for
er
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

Far Rat 1

Homes For Ws

a•p
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City
I State
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42I71
Or call (270) 7534918
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AUCTION
Saturday, May 31 at 10 a.m.

*NA

15 Waterfront and offshore lots on Kentucky Lake
Calloway County Kentucky -- Easi of Murray
4 Lots in Bailey Lake Shores Subdivision and II Leas in Oak Shores
Subdivision Good Water Access. State Boat Ramp, Black Top Road,
Shade Trees
Owner financing 25% down, Balance 3 years:

YARD
SALES
MOVING SALE
1407 Stadium
View Dr
Saturday

May 31 at 2 p.m.

7:00AM

4 Lots Selling from Point Mason Road
Big Sandy, Benton County, Tn.

Electronics,
furniture, house
gems, bicycle, king
size beo, lawn
mower, a Wee bit
of everything.

1 5 Aries and t I Acres in Point Mason Estate
t 95' x 234' Lot in Sandy Shores - CIOSC to Big Sandy, covered in
trees, good hunting, and boat ramp nearby
t 5.5 Acres located Old Hwy I I, just south of Waverly (Road to Loretta
Lynn's Ranch) elec , water, black top road frontage on corner lot

GIANT
YARD SALE
504 SHADY LN.
CARDINAL,
STORY AREA
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
BR set, plus size,
misses and men's
clothing, decorative
housenoid arid
kitchen items
Something for

May 31 at 4 p.m.
2 Lots in Decatur County. In,
Located in Bridge View Acres between Clifton and
Decaturville, Tn.
t 8 Acres-Eagles Nest Landing Lx
t 5 Acres -- Sarah Kennedy Dr
Call for maps and directions
10% BUYERS PREMIUM ADDED TO FINAL BID:

4207

Taggart Auction 84 Real Estate
t. 283
Its

et Rant
artments
vat toes'
lease, 1
sit, no
5

Email us at logger;tauctionObellsouth.net
OW 1-888-754-5660 or 662-244-8718for more information.
”Please remember when bidding, all sales are final, "as is, where is",
with no warranty or guaranter.••
Announcements made at auction take precedence overall advertisements.
Information in this ad was derivedfrom sources believed to be correct but
is not guaranteed. Auctioneer reserves the right to group or regroup as he
sees necessary.
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 10% day of sale. balance with deed. Cashier's
Check or Bank Letter to Taggart Auction unless known to Auctioneers.
Stanley Taggart - MS Auction 1064. TN 4595, AL 1984, MS Real Estate
Broker 13-17117. TN 263954. AL 83390-0.
Taggart Bros. Alleti011 & Real Estate Inc. 18622, KY 7179

houses
month
ies

9 week old MC regis
aced yellow Lab puppies.
1
male, 2
emales. 1st snots.
$200. 270-759-9375
leave message.

thwashator
not
lowlark

avertable
'lances
'53.9898

VERY large, 3 BR, 2
BA min garage 908
20th St. $750 per
month. 759-4529

duplex
Airiness,
53-9898
1,

i3-0606,
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k days
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edroorm
345). All
icluding
dryer.
e. 7590115
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action
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.al Apts.
od Dr
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RIO
2 BR, I BA. new
kitchen,
hardwood
floors. close to MSU,
attached garage, no
pets. 711 Payne St
$475 per month. 270293-3710.
4 BR, 2 BA. brick,
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
BEAUTIFUL
2
washer
Bedroom,
dryer, central AC
smoke and pet free
wood and tile floors
603 Vine St. $595/mo
226-8006.
BEAUTIFUL new brick
home for rent 3 BR,
2.5 BA. 2 car garage,
in new subdivision
Call after 5 00 4365701
NICE 2 BR, I BA,
C/H/A, W/D hookup,
fresh paint and carpet.
1522 N 4th St. $400
per month. 2 bay shop
on property Available
for $150. 753-6855.
Non-Smoking 3 Br,
brick, storage. nice
yard. no pets. $645 per
month 293-6070

an)stairs,
dab*

i980

ES ,1

fan

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Alt sizes hi
Mt your needs
located by
Frow radio station

c
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 7536266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. • 4 p.m. M-F

KEY.MINI
WAREHOUSES
laso.st

lit 121S
Morroy KY 42071
2 *0 •ry '00,2

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner ut 215. & taradsle.
IOXIO 825 10113 $40
(270)436-2524
(2701 293-6106
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
unks syllable. 753.
2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell bowasl
eiNe rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Prep. fa Rot
2,000 rig ft. of retail o
office space 0 401
Maple St . on the
square in Murray, 270978-0698.
4.000 sq ft warehouse available month
to month 270-8320012
COMMERCIAL property with 1,500 sq ft.
building located on
121N inside city limits,
$1,200 month, available June 15th Cali
753-2225
OFFICE or retail space
available, Prime location. 753-2905. 2931480
OFFICE space for rent.
appx. 1.800 sq.ft.
per
$1,000
monthydeposit. 12th
street location 2937874.
SHOPS
40x48',
40,40', gas heat. insulated,. 12 fl walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
Carlos Black 270-4-362935

ADORABLE
Jack
Russell
PLO&
Tricolored, males and
females. $85 oes-stoe
after 5:30, 752-0010.
Farm raised Australian
Shepherd
puppies
Pembroke
Weiser,
Corgi MC, r sgistered
Toy Poodles. home
raised, wormed and
shots. Judy Turn*
618-499-1282, 818
672-4778
Toy Poodles and Malt
Poo's $150-$400. 270489-2761, 270-519
4472
Swiss
18FT big belley, 4
horse, goose neck
trailer with dressing
room
$3.600 obo
270-328-8099.

14 PARTY
YARD SALE
112 NORTH 12Th
IN FRONT OF
CAMPBELL
REALTY
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Appliances,
housewares,
clothing, furniture.
hunting gear, antique
tools. ect Parking lot
will be full of Items.

YARD SALE
128 FINCH DR
PANARAMA
SHORES
SATURDAY &
SUNDAY
6:00-T
Mstoo tool box,
outdoor wicker
furniture, 2 high
chairs, toys, kitchen
& home OCCeteorlett.
canning Nrs, push
mower & lots more

MOVING
SALE
1312
KIRKWOOD
SATURDAY

A

7:00-7

YARD SALE
1515 GLENDALE
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
40 yrs. oolleeting,
hutch glass
computer table, old
end table, old tamps,
rtilkis antique
rocking cheat old
glassware, pictures,
child* video game
center, lots of mix:

YARD
SALE
518
Wells
Purdom Dr
Saturday
8-2

1619
Miller Street
Friday
8:00-noon
2 dressers, desk,
microwaves,
printers. Kitchen
Items & more,
all must go

HUGE ROVING
SALE
1712 CALLOWAY
AVENUE
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture, lame
osmputer desk
dinning room able &
chess, diehwashirth
home interior items,
lots or mens & women
clothing and mac
Norris

YARD SALE
279 OLD LOVERS
LN 641 N. L ON
464,R 464, R ON
HOPKINS RD, 2ND
RD ON L.
FOLLOW SIGNS.
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
700-2:00
Riding mowers.
go-cart, tools,
4-wheeler,

YARD SALE
712 ELM ST
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Books, clothes,
printer. typewriter,
iego's, computer
games, child
wooden table &
chairs, bikes, lots
reisc

YARD SALE
NEXT TO ARBY'S
SATURDAY
Mississippi mud
cake, Elvis Items,
quilts, wedet boots,
coolers, pictures,
clothes, towels
baby stroller, car
seat, tamps, books,
luggage, shoes,
household Items,
and much more.

YARD SALE
Bethel Fellowship
Chun*
Ice building
Program
Hwy 94E, 9 miles
East of Murray
Saturday 7-2
Large toots forniture,
toys, many more
items, christmas
collectibles. Home
Interior items

Immagligagallbessa

3 FAMILY
CARPORT
SALE
304
WOODLAWN
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Something for
everyone)

MOIANCI SALE
316 STEV/ART
CEMETERY RD.,
ALMO, KY
641 N FIRST
WONT TURN
AFTER MILE
MARKER 16
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
8:00-3:00
Women's clothing,
electronics

YARD SALE
CITY PARK
87H &
PAYNE
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Clothes, toys,
and a variety
of items.

HUGE YARD
SALE
CYPRESS RD OF
HWY 119, 2
MILES BEFORE
PARIS LANDING
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:04?
Tiller, tools and
much much more.

DOG Obedience
436-2858

NEON BEACH-1
IIIM.ST01A01
.49 Sire Units
Avallabie
PNOW HAYS
Climate Contrail

753411133

GARAGE SALE
1402 OAK HILL
DRIVE OFF
DORAN ROAD.
FOLLOW
SIGNS.
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY

4-FAMILY
YARD SALE
3797
WIswell Rd
West
Fri & Sat
7:00am-7
Lots of misc.
items

g°111Veri 4-78ds

YARD SALE
OLD PARK
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
Bobby Labonte
stuff, candles, tree
items, clothes &
shoes, 25 cent
caps, baby gates,
entertainment
center, stuff, stuff
and more stud

Cal
Awls At*
762-0505
for pick-up
of your
leftover yard
sale Items.

CONDO
1005
Southwood #4, Murray,
Carrnstrs
3BR/2RA,
apprx 1380 sq ft. laundry rm with aid.
Kitchen with frig, stove.
micro. Living and dinning room, Central air.
Patio faces Bee Creek
Park. $95,921, MLS
#39947, Century 21,
call Clayton 270-7531492.

GARAGE SALE
1560
CANTERBURY
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Name brand
Clothing, baby and
household items,
Jewelry, toys,
battery operated
4-wheeler
(like new).

MOVING SALE

Friday, Slits Mk 2008 • 5B

Garage Sale
3 miles South of
Murray, 6418 to
Midway rd. 1/2
mlle on left, 493
Midway Rd.
Saturday Only
8:00-2:00
Young women's
clothes glass
household and
baby items

Murray ledger•limes Fair
/lousing Act Notice
All teal estati. ad veMsed brew
'ulit/ect to the federal Fair
llo.amg,Act, which nuke. it
illegal lo advertise Inc preference, lirnitation or desnminabon based on race color, nthgion Sek hang/hap larndul status or national origin, is ntenIlan to make any such preferences hrnItaboro or desvoninaZI.X•
State Nei. tort.: discriminanon
in the sale, rental in advertising
of real estale baus1 in lalon in
addition to thaw protected
onder federal taw
We will knowingly utsait any
advertising or real estate which
o not .n violation 01;tv lav All
phsass are hereby tntormed
erred.'
Rut and ells%
On an equal lippotto
nay Kayo
For turther assedan, will Far
Housing Advertising require
steno. cordayl NAA Counsel
Rene P
l7031 eig-loo)

. SBO• Corner Tot #27
(.47 acre) Saddle
Creek
Subdivision.,
Gibbs Store Rd
&
Atkins Way, Murray.
$32,000 obo. 270-7594209.
Fer kis
1503 Henry St., 3 BR,
2 BA and office, completely
renovated,
gourmet kitchen, granite, stainless steel,
hardwood floors, deck,
in city limits. $144.900.
Call 761-4639 or 561445-9422.
4 BR, 2.5 BA house,
Bonus Room, 2,500
square feet 2212
Brookhaven Dr.,
Murray
2 car garage, corner
lot Beautifully decorated, hardwood In LR &
DR. Tile in kitchen and
bathrooms.
$229,000 (270)5590980

BY Owner: 3-BFV2Bath/Centel AC/open
design on large shady
lot,
has
separate
Expansion
duplex.
potential Great investment opportunity Near
MSU siss.soo. Will
sell house/duplex separately 753-8685.
Open House Saturday
May 24th 9:00-1'00. 3,
bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq-ft. Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA.
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
$75,000 firm. 615804-7444
FSBO: 4 bed/4 bath
updated older home
with office, formal dining room and large ear
in kitchen I 1,2 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
r:/1 with fenced back
yard Hardwood floors,
new carpet and nicely
landscaped. $129,900.
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0881.
RENT to own, 3 BR. 2
BA. 2 story, garages, in
ground pool, 5 acres
270-559-1248

Lalhoon Construction,

[
111
/L
1-77erSeis

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs
LOffice: 270-761-6790
I \ I I Iii\ I
1)11;111
II

Cell: 270-978-1007
HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

[227-3571_Ij
MURRAY Fleet Estate
9611r Licensing Class
June 5-28, Weekends
270-223-0789. Prepay
$960.00 debit/credit 0
www americancareertraining.corn

rilra Free Fstjniale

Secwity and Camera Systems
Fire Mews Inspection
Elect-5tal CorestructIonfilepair
Fast Response Service 24f7
IHonepeell]
)

New 14
Bedroom boom
In Nivereeld
flaintes.
matt Jew*.
293-7872

R1CKNIAN
CONSTRUCTION. INC lit

REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$248.500.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595,
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeied., one side
has double carport.
Great location.
$141.900.00. Call for
further- information
753-2905 or 293-8595

270-752-0313
Oteru•r/ Contractor.- Luke Rickman
Residential Construction of
New Homer,Additions & Remodeling
•Guaranteed professional & reliable service'
•Insured
*Competitive & reasonable prwing

•

LAM
AWN, SE,RYII(
Slowing MUM uong
Lindsi•aiong
/cal AS, uuming
Salisf•• ii, is 4.I.1111re.11

753-1816

327-0611

I
Mowing
Lawn
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell

Auto Pats

USED TIRES
Call 753-5606

FREE
jrq.1”.
.00 I.V.rwg
Mr' ii Maori, 9. Ton,
lii, iii melit

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding, fire- •:
wood, Insured 4692839.

YOUR SD
ol'Irn It F
111 FOR
, 00
OSI3 7,
t. 51(5141 It
CAI I 753 1S1t,
227-8575
DWI Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, guitar cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

11301111mi F, 0.1titli.
\
1 10 1 St Rt 121N.
753-8087

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun senvoce
06 Chevy Equinox LT,
loaded.
burgundy.
$10,900.
753-3643.
753-6848,
Wead C11111

Res . ('om & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All tabs - big or sniall

JOE'S JOBS

5 -9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling etc
Insured

•

ni1-1

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work
FOR sale repossessed
2008 Nissan Allen&
very good condition,
26,000 miles, $15,000.
Tim or Donna 270-4366074.
2001 Toyota Camry
CE. Great condition
74,487 miles and gets
good gas mileage
Power doors and win
dows. $9,500. 270753-9665
99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra Sedan, 4 0, 3.81.
supercharge, leather.
full power, local owner,
regularly
serviced
149,000 miles $5,500
753-8006

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling. additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs exp Larry NITTO
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARIS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

99 Ford Ranger supercab, 4 DR. 82K miles,
loaded sharp $6,400.
978-1548
1999 Ranger XLT, 4
cyl. 121k, blue. $2.500,
293-7675

I II -.1) I
1
.
7 3-

1/
.
1
4
\•.1'11

I l'

11 "din
lii\ Ill vk

BAT Masonry. fence
and deck
Custom
work 20 years experience 270474-0885,
293-5642
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing. yard cleanup, shrubs, bush Soggier: tilling. mulch,
graoing
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00 (270)4365277

87 Glastron 16' ski
boat. 88 HP Evinrucle
with low hours, garage
kept,
in
excellent
shape, economical fun.
270-210-4219,

mama. OP
IWIIRRAv

r Cesilneste Guava,
ampOw Semite
Orme(Ing lasostisle
(VS)293-1410,

wit I I
Ntit, hi II
l'.1,11114
•

01
Ford
Range
extended cab, step
side, great condition
$3,500 obo 270-2938053

MCKNIGHT
Repair,
108 Starks Ln.. Alm°.
KY Now oftenng flat
repair and used tires,
along 'with welding,
aim, home repair 270227-4325

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
-Vinyl siding .40
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensedansured
nadeauconstructIon net

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill dirt &
top soil (270)293'1252
PLUMB & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
imolai Roof Guranlee0
440.11iCh4ntal Firpne
Builders
,
•Rernechang .
*looting- Floor Joist '
'Decks
•
'Vinyl Siding
All home improvements'
We do It all!
Home 759-4704 Cell 978-2391
Licensed & Insured
Fr•cirIck
Plumbing Inc.
• I m•rg•ncy
Plumbing S•rVICO•
Olitp•or •Fliimod•i
•N•w construchon
Mastilit Plornb•r
t le•nsiid & Insur•ri
1270)976-1M
fROYER'
-g,
Construction,
Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • hide,. Maa 30.2008

011etea

David's
Home
Improvement
Vow Damaged nous
Moss I Roo Jams
Florio:Nan a Plumbing
Oevo Gwarnors, NSW"
WC 04 insurance work
ass wisarCara /coops

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
ill&CallACAIS do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable: The Murray
Ladger & Times: nor
any of Its employees
accept any responsibarty whatsoever tor then
activities.

Tree
call436-

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Noroscope

FREE kittens. 1 available and ready now
Very wtel Please call
227-0998 or 293-2179.

beenslIss Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, May 31, 2008:
You make waves this year, and others notice. You might change the
very nature of a partnership. Although one of you might not be
happy at first, it will work out for the better Listen more often to
what is being shared. Be sensitive to the group. You are a natural
leader -- knowing what to do and when could define your success.
Remain goal-oriented, and network. Success could appear by your
next birthday. If you are single, you understand what it takes to make
a relationship work, but finding the right person will take talent. If
you are attached, frequently stop and relate as a couple. You might
need to defer slightly more often. TAURUS reads between the lines.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Curb a tendency to go overboard. Excess frequently
marks your actions. You exhibit a flair for the dramatic. Your
Creativity flourishes. Plans show this type of ingenuity. Be
spontaneous. Tonight: Spilt early.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
sir** Plan on a quiet day, perhaps lunch or a hike with a
friend. A talk presents many options; the biggest problem will
be -deciding in which direction to go. Think positively about a
flew friend. Tonight: Nap and then decide.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
dr**** You could be overwhelmed by others who want this
Or that or simply your company. You might bring others together. Choose a movie, adventure or a day trip to relax your mind
and open new doors. Tonight: Where you want to be.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Bring family or friends together for a spontaneous happening. Whether catching up on 80r11:80110S news or perhaps
investing time in a key partnership, you set the pace. Trust
your judgments. Tonight: Go for what you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Hop in the car with a friend, explore a favorite spot
or go to a flea market Or perhaps an art show. Let your mind
wander in this very different setting. Youll discover just how
much.fun you can hew If you Mt go. Tonight Oops -- do you
,,-,1641 cm fru.,
have to be eor110091111111?
VIRGO (Aug. 2114ept. 22)
**** You might be surprised by what heeds down the path
if you allow a partner mike the call. Plans might riot suit you
100 percent, but on the other hand, there is nothing wrong
with what is happening. Learn to flow with this person. Tonight:
Follow the music.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You might want to try another approach or do something very different. If you let others make the decision. you
could be surprised by what happens. Put 100 percent into
What goes on. You will have many reasons to smile. Tonight.
Someone appears to be far more interesting than before.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to do a better job of listening or handling a project. Your ability to relate emerges when dealing
with people who are quite different. Smite at an unseen opportunity that knocks on your door. Be prepared to live differently.
Tonight: Nap and then decide.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Diec. 21)
***** Let your full personality express itself. Others are
drawn to the magnetic Winged Horse. Humor, wit and creativity merge together. A child or special friendship piques your
Interest. Let it happen. Tonight. Play until you can't anymore.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***a Stay close tc home. Add that vital spark to whatever
you do, even if it is as simple as painting a room. With imagination and a sense of fun, you can make any chore an adventure. A child or roommate cannot help but join in. Tonight:
Enjoy the moment
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Catch up on news. Return calls You might be surprised by what you hear. Allow more vitality into your life by
being more responsive to a new acquaintance or a casual
fnend. Your instincts go on overload. Tonight: Get together
with friends
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Curb a tendency to spend. Some goal or special purchase might cost a lot. See how you might be able to trim the
costs. A friend could demand a lot of attention. Your instincts
or intuition guides you with a purchase. Tonight: Go with a
mood change
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Summer theaters of Kentucky
Summer stock theater is a
big deal in many Kentucky
towns. The locals like it and
for those who enjoy getting out
and about a
bit it provides an
opportunity
to partake in
the arts.
I was
told once
that a little
culture
never hurts
Out
About anyone,
Keinbck Kentucky
is blessed
StYle
with iunaziliftlY good
By Gary P.
theaters.
West
The
Syndicated
states oldest
Columnist
production
is the Pioneer Playhouse
Outdoor Dinner Theater in
Danville. This season will offer
five different plays beginning
June 6 through August 16.
Dinner is an option for those
wanting to enjoy dinning on the
patio. Pioneer Playhouse is the.
venue that jump started the
careers of John Travolta, Lee
Majors and Jim Varney.
www.pioneerplayhouse.com or
859/236-2747.
Entering its 50th year of production, and considered by
many to be Kentucky's most
prominent outdoor theater, the
Stephen Foster Musical in
Bardstown plays host to thousands each summer. The 1,500
seat outdoor theater this season
has added two new shows:
Broadway hit Annie; and The
Civil War, a theatrical concert.
Stephen Foster will run from
June 7- August 15; Annie, July
I - August 16; and The civil
War, August 18- 23.
www,stephenfostencom or 1-

Photo provided

A scene from Pine Knob Theatre near Caneyville. Pine Knob is one of the several top notch
outdoor theaters across Kentucky this summer.
800-626-1563.
In eastern Kentucky, near
Prestonsburg, is Jenny Wiley
Theatre at Jenny Wiley State
Resort Park. The beauty and
natural surrounding of the
Appalachian Mountains make
this a worthwhile visit, even
without the theatre. So when
you come here you win both
ways. This summer they will
produce four separate plays
beginning June 13 and ending
august 16. www.jwtheatre.com
or 1-877-225-5598.
Producer Horius Shane kicks
off another summer at his Pine
Knob Theatre near Caneyville
and Rough River State Resort
Park. There will be six different productions this year beginning June 14 and ending
September 27. The theatre is in
its 22nd year and over 100,000

Ken Bar Lodge at
Gilbertsville near Land
Between the Lakes, hosts
Twilight Cabaret theatre beginning June 20th through July 26.
This is a professional production made up of university students. www.twilightcaberetproduction.org or 27W436-2399.
It is suggested you call
ahead or check websites to be
sure of dates and schedules.
There may be other outdoor
theatres in your area on a smaller scale than those listed here.
Often these productions consist
of local talent that is outstanding. For more information on
these call your local tourism or
chamber office.
Have fun. After all a little
culture never hurt any of us.
So get up, get out and get

visitors have been entertained
by the plays Honus has written
specifically for this backwoods
set. Food is not a problem
here. You can dine before or
during the play. A new train
dining car is available with air
conditioning while watching the
performance.
www.pineknob.com or
27W879-8190.
Broadway at Iroquois in
Louisville features four productions from June 13 through
September 14 at the Iroquois
Amphitheater. In its 28th year
this often overlooked outdoor
entertainment center features a
schedule of traditional
Broadway musicals in what is
considered one of the best outdoor facilities in Kentucky.
www.musictheatreloutsville.co
In Or 502/589-4060.

sins&

Family Fun Day planned at Wickliffe Mounds
WICKLIFFE,
Ky. —
Family-friendly, hands-on activities and demonstrations will be
presented at Wickliffe Mounds
State Historic Site from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. June 14 during the
annual Family Fun Day.
Wickliffe Mounds is the location of a Native American village of the Mississippian culture, dating back to 1100 A.D.
Visitors can take a tour of the
archaeological excavations, fea-

tures, mufeum display's and historical highlights with museum
docents. Explore the wildlife
and flora on the Woodswalk
Trail. Try your skills with
Native American tools, blow
guns, spears.and.atlatls. Make
and take home your own creation at the crafts. table. Play
Native 'American 'games.
Discover the process of archaeology at the education station.
Try grinding corn with stone

grinders for yourself at the
Mississippian foods display.
'Saturdays in the summertime can be about families
spending time together and
exploring Kentucky's state historic sites, and this event at
Wickliffe Mounds focuses on
aativities for the whoie family to
enjoy.' said Carta tiikkbrand,
park manager. "We invite families to take this opportunity to
visit Wickliffe Mounds and

explore the Native American
past of this region with special
activities going on all day.'
General museum admission
price of $5 for adults and $4 for
children will give visitors access
to, the special events. Call
Wickliffe Mounds for more
information at 12701 335-3681.
The park is in the Wickliffe
community
along
the
Mississippi River in Ballard
County. Ky.
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Retry, Offer sods slItla. SOO your dealer today
Ca 1 is a domestics ort air
white, 1 year old spayed female

•

Terrier

is art Austra n Shepherd
mix, six months old, male

McKee! Equipment Co.
Murray, KY •2/ 0-753-9062

SHRTIR HOURS: MON.-R1. 10 APA-1 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
I or
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